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WEATHER FORECAST
Tonight Snow; Friday, Fair and

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It's 8s

Colder
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GENERALS

AMERICANS

ATTEMPTTOBLOCK
STATEHOOD FOR
NEW MEXICO
LEAGUE AND W. C,
T. Ui FILE PROTESTS WITH

ANTI-SALOO-

PRESIDENT TAFT
ALLEGE

FRAUD AT ELECTION

MADE
BASELESS CHARGES
IN
DESPERATE EFFORT TO GET
REVENGE

MAY DELAY EARLY ACTION

TO PERSIA
Washington, Feb. 16. In addition
to W. Morgan Shuster of this city,
recently appointed treasurer general
of Persia, the Persian
government
has made arrangements for the era
ployment of several Americans to
assist in reorganizing the finances of
that country. Among them are F. S
Cairns, who is to be director of taxation. Mr-- Cairns is now collector of
Customs at the port of Hollo, Philip STRATEGY BOARD NOW MAPPING
OUT A CAMPAIGN AGAINST
pine Islands, Minn., a revenue expert
formerly "in the Philippine customs
STATE'S CAPITAL
service, who is to be inspector of
taxation.
KEEPING GEN. NAVARRO BUSY

CONSTITUTION

CONGRESSMAN ENTERS RACE
Denver, Feb. 16. Today'is ballot for

United States senator marked the
appearance of a candidate in the per
son of Congressman A- W. Rucker.
He received three votes. Speer re-- celved 25 and Adams 20.
-

Washington, Feb. 16. Declar
ing that fraud and corruption were
used in the ratification of the New
Mexico constitution, an appeal was
made today to President Taft by.
n
representatives of the
League, the Women's Christian
Temperance Union and "other interests," to use his influence:
against the approval of the constitution by congress.
Those who appeared at the White
House in opposition to the constiformer
Senator
tution, were
Henry Blair of Maryland, representing sundry citizens of New
Mexico and others-- ; S. E. Nicholson, legislative superintendent of
the
of
League
America; Mrs. Margaret Dellis, national legislative superintendent of
the W- - C. T. IT., and Mrs. Emma
S. Sheldon, president of the W. C.
T. U- - in this city. They presented to the president a brief, setting forth the objections they
have found to the approval of the
proposed constitution end urged
the president to prevent the new
state from being admitted under
such a constitution. They declared
that a large number of the men
who drafted the constitution were
bartenders, saloonkeepers and representatives of corrupt influences,
which are trying to get control of
the .new state. They will appear
tomorrow before the house' committee on territories.
Anti-Saloo-

Anti-Saloo- n

INDIGNANT CITIZENS
TELEGRAPH
PRESIDENT
Immediately upon receipt of the

SITE FOR FEDERAL

BUILDINGJGEEO ON
IT IS

SITUATED

ON

DOUGLAS

MIDWAY BETWEEN
THE TWO TOWNS

AVENUE,

This morning a committee com
posed of W. J. Lucas, J. H. Stearns,
George H. Hunker and John D. W.
Veeder, representing the Commercial
club and. the Laa Vegas club, met in
the office of S. B. Davis, jr., and

drew up a draft of a bill which the
present congress will be asked to pass.
The bill is in relation to the recent
appropriation for the purchase of a
site for a federal building in Las Ve
gas. It provides that the " site' on
Douglas avenue now partially occupied
by the Presbyterian church be pur
chased. The site runs clear through
to Main street. It is the location
agreed upon by the joint committee
of the .two cluba last fall.
Under the original appropriation the
site is to be in Las Vegas, which ia interpreted to mean the county seat across
the river. The site agreed upon met
the approval of leading business men
and citizens on both Bides of the
Gallinas. It Is believed the bill recommended will be passed at this session of congress.
'

TOWN COUNCIL MEETS
At Its regular monthly meeting
last night the board of trustees of
the town of Las Vegas decided upon
the erection of a bridge across the
arroyo on Gonzales street. The matconsiderater has been under
tion by the trustees for some time.
The present bridge is of frame. The
new structure will be of steel and
will be of an equal width with the
street. Construction will begin as
early as possible.
Edurlgen Crespin was appointed by
the hoard as a member of the police
department. Pablo Vigil was appointed police magistrate for the coming
year.

foregoing Associated Press dispatch,
The Optic communicated to a number of prominent men of Las Vegas
information concerning the action
taken by the
League and
W. C. T. U. in opposition to the approval by congress and the president
of the constitution for the new
the election at which the
constitution was ratified to have been
conducted free from any such taint
as the dispatch would seem to Indicate the opposers of statehood had
represented to President Taft, and
that the great majority of the pet.ple
of New Mexico want statehood and
endorse the constitution, a telegram
to the president was immediately preMATCH
M'FARLAND-MORApared. By this time it is in the
McFar-lan16.
Feb.
Packey
.hands of President Taft. This action Chicago,
and Owen Moran have agreed
was taken in order to show the
upon terms for a fight at the
president the action of the
U.
C.
Club, New York, on March
is
T.
League and the W.
started training yesterday- not endorsed by the people' of New
is
He
Mexico. The message reads:
only five pounds underweight
Las Vegas, N. M... Feb. 16, 1011. now.
President William. H. Taft,
Washington, D. C."
The statehood election in this, tin LOS ANGELES FIRE
Fourth judicial district of New Mexico, was absolutely legal and fair.'
LOSS
CAUSES
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS,
District Judge
N
,
CHARLES W. G. WARD,
BLAZE IN THE DOWN TOWN DISDistrict Attorney.
TRICT CAME NEAR DESTROY-INSECUNDINO
Anti-Saloo- n

state-Knowin-

d

Fair-mou-

Anti-Saloo-

$450,000

-

ROMERO,

Sheriff.

WHOLE BLOCK

VJ, M. CUNNINGHAM,
Los Angeles, Feb. 16.

Dur-ang-

BLAME

TOUCHING

K. D. GOODALL,
Mayor city of Las Vegas-H- .
W. KELLY.
Pres. Gross Kelly company.
M. M. PADGETT,
Presl Optio Publishing company.
JOHN S. CLARK,
Member Board of County Com.
L. C. ILFELD,
'

LONG DELAYED SNOW

TRIBUTE
MINNESOTA

PAID

DEAD

PRELATE

Y. M. C. A.

Albert Lea, Minn., Feb. 16. Dele
gates representing the branches of
he Young Men's Christian association throughout Minnesota, arrived
.pre in large numbers today to take
part in the annual convention of their
state organization. Beginning with a
welcome demonstration tonight the
sessions will continue until Sunday,
closing Sunday evening with a fare
well meeting at which many noted
speakers will be heard.

STORM JAS ARRIVED

1

FUNERAL OF LATE ARCHBISHOP
RYAN ONE OF LARGEST EVER
HELD IN PHILADELPHIA

Philadelphia, Feb. 16. Amid all
the solemn grandeur of the Catholic
services for the dead, the body of
the late Archbishop Patrick John
Ryan today was placed in the crypt
beneath the high altar of the Cathe
POPE SLIGHTLY BETTER
dral of St. Peter and St. Paul. It
was one of the greatest funerals ever
Rome, Feb. 16 The Pope, who is
held in this city. Practically all the suffering from influenza, had a relaprominent figures in the heirarchyof tively calm night. His temperature
the Roman Catholic church in the this morning was nearly normal.
United States participated in the services.
Hundreds of priests .from all
parts of the east were also present.

COLORADO, WYOMING AND NEW
MEXICO RECEIVING NEEDED
MOISTURE

Denver, Feb, 16. Snow, long look
ed for and badly needed, Is falling
today in northern New Mexico, Colorado and southern Wyoming, Ac
cording to the weather bureau the
storm will continue until tomorrow
morning. For several weeks Colorado and New Mexico have felt hardly
a drop of moisture and the prospects
for hundreds of thousand of acres of
Irrigated land were becoming very
gloomy. Durango Colo., reports about
8 Inches of snow.
A considerbly light
er fall is reported in other places.
-

PROHIBITION PURE

MODES IN NORTH CAROLINA
Raleigh, N. C, Feb. 16 The sena

NO

tors of the North Carolina general
assembly were surprised when Major
John W. Graham, Sr., introduced a
petition asking the legislature to es
tablish permanent
and economical
fashions for men, women and children
of the state. The petition specified
as a reason for the legislation the
fact that fashions change eo often
that a farmer with a wife and several daughters to keep fashionably
dressed is always in financial trouble.
,

TO WATCH

CHILDREN

Washington, Feb. 16. A children's
bureau in the Department of Commerce and ' Labor is provided for in
a bill passed by the senate. The bill
was originally intended to authorize
an official inquiry into all questions
pertaining to the welfare of children
and child life.
HORSE TRADER'S IDEAL
Utica, Feb. 16. Robert Caple, who
modelled his life In the way which he
believed the apostles and disciples
lived in the early days, of Christianity, died at his little cabin in Clay-vlllnear here. He made; a fortune
swapping horses and gave It away in
later years.

Fire, which
was not under control .for several
hours, and which for a time threaten
ed to destroy a whole block in the
heart of the down town retail district,
this' morning gutted the Byrne office
building and several retail stores. MAYOR WHITLOCK RECOVERED
Toledo, O., Feb. 16. Taoroughiy reThe loss Is $450,000. The principal
and
Shoe
covered
from an operation for appencompany
losers were Staub
Brand A'hitlock left the
and
goods,
company,
dry
dicitis,
Mayor
Ayer, Sigel
.":
Assistant district attorney. each suffering about $100,000 loss.
hospital today.

Pres. San Miguel National Bank.

WITHCHINA

CHIHUAHUA

ROCKEFELLER NOT SICK
New York, Feb. 16. At the offices
of John IX Rockefeller her no cred
ence is given reports current in fin
ancial circles that Mr. Rockefeller is
seriously ill at Augusta, Ga. It was
stated Air! Rockefeller is al've and

TO WAR

TO

PLAN TO TAKE

SAMPSON'S

LEGISLATIVE MATTER
Now that prohibition has been
made an issue for delaying statehood for New Mexico it is Interesting to know that - Bishop William A. Quayle, one of the leading
divines in the Methodist Episcopal church of the United States,
does not favor the incorporation
of lawB regulating or prohibiting the liquor traffic in state constitutions. When Bishop Quayle
was In Las Vegas last September
presiding over the annual conference of the church he stated to
some of his friends, when in conversation regarding the constitution, then about to be framed, that
he believed the prohibition of the
sale of liquor to be a matter of
legislation and hot for incorporation in the. constitution.
Bishop Quayle should know what
he is talking about. He was born
in Kansas, where constitutional
prohibition has prevailed for years.
He is at present located in Oklahoma City. Oklahoma has constitutional prohibition. When, good
men, sane men, and religious men
like Bishop Quayle do not favor a
constitutional
prohibition, why
should other ipeople, equally as good
and equally as religious, perhaps,
but evidently not of such wise and
sane, judgment, endeavor to delay
New Mexico's admission as a state
by bringing forward such an Issue?

CITY EDITION
RUSSIAN

RUSSIA IS ABOUT

REBELS

16. General
Feb.
Washington,
Bliss, in command of the military
department of California, has gone
to Calexlco, Calif., on the Mexican
GO
frontier; and General Duncan, com
mander of the department of Texas,
is now enroute to El Paso to observe
conditions on the border there. Gen
eral Duncan will remain in El Paso
about six days. He reports there
have been no violation of the neu- CZAR NOTIFIES POWERS OF HIS
TO AWAKEN
INTENTION
trality laws. The burning of bridges
on the railroad between Pedricina
"SLEEPING GIANT" '
and Huarchlo, thereby cutting off
traffic from Monterey, was reported
to the state department today in tele TREATY VIOLATION THE CAUSE
grams from Consuls Freeman at
and Hanna, at Monterey.
TROOPS ORDERED TO FRONTIER
SUFFICIENT FORCE OF INSUR- FOR PURPOSE OF MAKING
RECTOS REMAIN NEAR JUAREZ
ILLINOIS JURIST HONORED
DEMONSTRATION
FOR THIS PURPOSE
Springfield, 111., Feb, 16. With In
in
the presteresting exercises and
FEDERAL TROOPS INACTIVE ence of a great) gathering of the RESULT IS PROBLEMATICAL
bench and bar portraits of all the
former justices of the supreme court
IS
NO ATTEMPT MADE TO SEND EX of Illinois were unveiled this after SERIOUSNESS OF SITUATION
NOT
TO
BE
DISCOUNTED
at
noon in the supreme court room"
PEDITION OUT TO CAPTURE
exercises
IN ANY WAY
the state
The
house.
MADERO '
formed a feature of the annual meet
of the Illinois State Bar associLondon, Feb. 16. The relations of
El Paso Tex., Feb. lfi. A move ing
ation now in session here.
Russia
and China are strained to the
ment against Chihuahua City by the
breaking point. Russia today notified
Mexican insurrectos, who meanwhile
the governments of Great Britain,
will endeavor to keep Navarro busy
IS
France and Germany of her intention
around Juarez, Is planned, according
to make a military demonstration on
to members of the 'nsurrecto junta
here. The railroads will be kept tied
HELD
S the Russo Chinese frontier, owing
to China's persistent violation pf the
up to the south and an attempt will
St. Petersburg treaty of 1881. Rusbe made to capture the capital city
WHICH sian troops have been sent to the
COAL MINE EXPLOSION
of the state of Chihuahua. Although
CLAIMED SEVENTEEN LIVES
district of Hi.
preparations were made during the
The extent of the demonstration deWASN'T PREVENTABLE
night to s nd out a federal force from
pends
entirely on the attitude assum
Juarez this --morning to hunt for the
ed'
China. The vital questions in
by
Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 16. No blame
insurrectos, none was sent up to noon. is attached to the Carbon Coal and volved are free trade in Mongolia,
extra territorial rights of Russians in
A few scouting parties operated close Coke company
foj the explosion in
China and the establishment of a
In
to Juarez, but no effort has been made the Cokedale mine on February 9,,
Russian consulate at Keobodo, Mon
ac
were
seventeen
which
lives
lost,
to send an expedition east against
'
golia.
Guadalupe, where Francisco I. Madero cording to the report of the coroner's
'The
possible result of a war be
and Abran Gonzales are located with jury made publio this morning. The tween
China and Russia is problem
cause
the
was
to
unable
ascertain
jury
the insiirrecto strategy board, al
'
atical. The seriousness of the present
miles of the explosion, but stated the in situation is not to
though It is only thirty-eigh- t
be discounted.
showed
pre
every
possible
vestigation
from Juarez.
had
been
caution to prever disaster
observed.

MEXICAN

well.

"OTHER INTERESTS" ALSO FIGHTING APPROVAL OF THE

GO TO BORDER

'

SON FAILS

TEACHERS QUIT
16. The rebel
lion of the students at the University
of St Petersburg
against authority
has caused Prof. David D. Grimm, the
rector, and Prof. Ivan D. Aldrejev, the
,to resign. The students
continued their annoying tactics and
one pf the lecture rooms was so filled
with the fumes of. noxious chemicals
that the professor ia charge fainted.
The trouble began when certain stu REPRESENTATIVE BENNETT, WHO
dent privileges were curtailed.
VOTED AGAINST RECIPROCITY

St Petersburg, Feb.

RESOLUTION TO
ANNEX CANADA

pro-rect-

INTRODUCED

ITS AUTHOR
LIVED 34 YEARS

Philadelphia, Feb.

IN AFRICA
16. Mrs. Phoebe

MEASURE PROMPTLY REFERRED
years
as a Presbyterian missionary in the
wilds of Africa, is dead here. She INSTRUCTS PRESIDENT TO ENTER
was 75 years old. Mrs. Ogden first
INTO NEGOTIATIONS WITH
went to Africa when she was 21
GREAT BRITAIN
years old as the bride of Rev. T.
Spencer Ogden.
TAFT WIELDS THE BIG STICK
who

Ogden,

spent

JOAQUIN

thirty-fou- r

MILLER

ILL

Oakland, Calif., Feb. 16. Joaquin SENATE MUST ACT ON ADMINIS
Miller the poet, who is suferlng a gen
TRATION HOBBY OR SUFFER
eral breakdown, passed a comfortable
EXTRA SESSION
night His recovery, however, Is a
matter of grave doubt.
,
Washington, Feb. 16. Representa
tive Bennet of New York, one of
the republicans who voted against
STARTLING CHARGE
Canadian reciprocity, today introduced in the house a resolution, request
enter Into neAGAINSTA BUREAU ing PresidentwithTaftthetoBritish
gotiations
govern
ment, looking toward the annexation
ALLEGED
GOVERNMENTAL
DE of Canada by the United States The
resolution, which caused quite a rip
PARTMENT IS ISSUING MISwas referred to the committee
ple,
LEADING STATEMENTS
on foreign affairs.
Mr.
, In speaking on his resolution
Washington, Feb. 16 Sensational Bennet insisted he was serious and
charges were made at the
sincere. He declared that to his mind
Commercial conference today annexation was the
logical result to
that the government bureau of statis- be looked forward to
following reci
tics of the department of commerce
procity.
and labor, was issuing misleading
The failure of the Canadian recistatistics on the export trade of the
agreement to pass the senate
procity
United States. The charges were will force President Taft to call an
made by Francis J. Lowe, of New extra session of
congress, as the adYork, who read an affidavit made by ministration is determined to
press
a former confidential clerk in the
the agreement. This declaration was
bureau. O. P. Austin, chief of the made
today by Senator Smoot, of
bureau of statistics, denied the acfollowing a long conference
Utah,
cusation, asserting that the full sum with the president. Senators Lodge
maries of the bureau gave accurate
and Root also were present. Senator
and detailed Information.
Smoot announced that the senate
would be given all the opportunity It
wanted to discuss the reciprocity meaMINNESOTA PEDAGOGUES
but that the McCall Ml will be
sure,
Mankato, Minn., Feb. 16. Three
In committee, if possible.
smothered
in
are
of
and
work
days
pleasure
store for the members of the South The senator entertained the belief
ern Minnesota Teachers' association that the bill would 'meet obstructive
vote bewhose annual convention began In tactics that would prevent a
on March
of
close
fore
the
congress
this city today. The attendance is un
4. Senator
Burrows, the ranking
usually large. Among the noted edu
cators to deliver addresses .are Pres member of the finance committee,
of the
ident Hill of the University of Mis said he would call a meeting
or
tomorrow
Saturday to
souri, Professor C. F. Hodge, of Clark committee
bill.
the
consider
University, and Miss Flora Cooke,
principal of the Parker School in
ROYAL KIDS HAVE MEASLES
London, Feb. 16 Both the Prince

Chicago..
NO PHYSICAL

Washington,
will be taken

VALUATION
Feb. 16. No

BILL

action

at this session of

con-

gress upon the bill introduced by Mr.
Madden of Illinois, directing the Into
terstate Commerce Commission
make a physical valuation of the railroads of the United States. Hearings
were started by the house committee
on interstate commerce last week, but
have since been suspended, owing to
the pressure of legislative work.

Annapolis Md., Feb. 16. While no
official announcement has been made
at the Naval Academy of the names
of the 39 midshipmen whose resigna
tions will be accepted because they
were hopelessly deficient in certain
exstudies at the recent
MAINE MAY BE WET AGAIN
inlist
known
is
the
aminations, it;
Me., Feb. 16. The Maine
Augusta,
'
cludes two members of the first or enate has voted 23 to 7 to resubmit
graduating class, one of whtom is to the people the existing amendment
Harold B. Sampson, the youngest son
the contsitution prohibiting the
of the late Rear Admiral William T. manufacture and sale of intoxicating
Sampson.
liquors. The vote was on strictly party lines except that Senator Chandler
(represntative) voted with the dem
GRADUATION EXERCISES
'
ocratic
Mound
schools
the
majority. The matter will go
Tomorrow
Wagon
will hold their regular graduation exer before the house tomorrow.
cises for pupils who have completed
Eighth grade work and are ready to
begin their studies in the High school.
108 YEARS
Bias Sanchez, superintendent of the
Mora county schools, and Miss Mary
OLD DIES OF BURNS
Haskett, principal of the schools, have
E.
J.
excellent
an
program.
arranged
of
Clark, territorial superintendent
VICTIM
ACCI
OF DISTRESSING
publio instruction, will make the prinIN ARMS OF
DENT
EXPIRES
.'
cipal address.
semi-annu-

MIAN

HUSBAND

SHE NEEDN'T DARN SOCKS
Savannah, Ga., Feb. 16: 'Td rather
work for a living than sit at home
and darn socks," Mrs. Myra G.Brown
told the judge of the superior court
here, when explaining why she want
ed an injunction to restrain her hus
band from Interfering with her desire
to keep her position and the court
showed his sympathy by making the
j
,
restraining order permanent.

16. Mrs.
Florence, Colo., Feb.
Rafael Esper, 108 years old, said to
be the oldest woman In Colorado, died
husIn the arms of her
band, Francisco Esper, last night, from
bums received when her clothing
caught fire from an open grate.' Mr.
and Mm Esper had been married
ninety-onyears.
e

next younger
hia
of Wales and
brother, Prince Albert, have developed the measlesi at the Royal Naval
College at Dartmouth, where they
are completing their naval education
as cadets. For the last fortnight the
disease has been epidemic In the college, and special precautions were
taken to guard the Princess against
the infection. Some days ago both
colds.
contracted
They were immediately isolated, and it was hoped
that they would escape the complaint.
FISH RECOVERS PROPERTY
Westfield, Mass., Feb. 16 A fish
was helpful in the recovery of a chisel
from deep water. Instructor D. M.
Cole of the High School dropped the
chisel while while fishing through the
ice.' Cole selected a sucker six Inches
long from the bait can and attached
it to a line. The sucker, dazed by its
captivify, swam around and round; en
tangling the line about tne handle of
the chisel.

SWEET HOUR, BITTER YEARS
Cleveland, Feb. 16. Five years each
for stealing candy valued at 78 cents
was the sentence imposed on Collin
Stevenson and Joe Kleebau in . the
criminal court here. The men, both
of whom have criminal records, were
charged with breaking Into a freight
car. Candy was all they found. They
filled their pockets.
BABE

FATALLY

SCALDED

Winsted, Conn., Feb. 16. Mrs. J.
J. Kelly, Jr., of New Hartford is under the care of a physician as the
result of the death pf her only child,
Lillian Marguerite, aged two, who
fell into a tub of boiling water which
the mother had placed on the floor.
The mother was temporarily absent
from the room at the time.
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SENTENCED TO JAIL

GOULD'S FIANCEE
NOT OF ROYAL

a charge of assault with a deadly weapon the man and woman arrested Monday at Sulzbacher by Santa Fe
On

Wells, were yesterday given
a hearing in the court of Justice
Pablo Vigil on the West side. They
pleaded guilty and were given sixty
days in the county jaiL They continued to assert they were man and
HOWEVER THE YOUNG MILLION- wife and gave the names of Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Bernech, although the
AIRE'S BRIDE TO BE IS SOCofficers believe the woman's name Is
IALLY PROMINENT
Alma Fleming, because letters and
papers bearing that name have been
York, Feb. 16. With tlie ex found in her possession. The woman
, New
lected confirmation today of the en- was still wearing men's clothing when
gagement of young Jay Gould and brought into court. She wore a veil
a long overcoat
Miss Annie Douglas Graham public in- about her face and
trousers.
concealed
her
almost
Is greatly Interest in the bride-elecreased. Though Miss Graham enjoys
an exceptionally high position In soFORMER OFFICIAL
ciety both In tils country and abroad
she is little known to the public at
large, probably because she has never
BOOSTSTERRITQRY
gone In for athletics or Indulged in
would
that
other pastimes
bring her
into the limelight.
IN WASHThe report that Miss Graham ia the VERNON L. SULLIVAN
INGTON INTERVIEW LAUD8
last of a royal line, which once held
NEW MEXICO
the reins of government in Hawaii is
erroneous. Neither "was she born in
the islands. She is the only daughWashington, Feb. 16. New Mexico
ter of the late Douglas Graham, a has millions of acres of unoccupied
man of social and business prominlands, and many of these acres
ence in New York, and she was born would be remarkably fertile if water
in this city. The rumor of her royal were supplied, according to Vernon
connections possibly originated in the U Sullivan, engineer of New Mexico,
fact that her mother was a Miss Coney who was seen at the New Willard
of Hawaii. Mr. Graham married Mis? hotel last night. In an interview he
Coney in the islands, but after a brief said:
stay there came to New York. Fol"Several large Carey act projects
lowing the death of her husband Mrs. are soon to be filed on In New MexGraham was married to Hubert Vos, ico. Under the provision of the law,
the well known portrait painter. Miss 1,000,000 acres are to be set aside
Graham was educated in a convent In for development and irrigation by
Paris. Following her graduation she
private capital. The indications are
traveled with her parents over a that the major portion of this acrelarge part of Europe and subsequent- age will be segregated within a comly visited the Hawaiian islands. It parative short time and later opened
was soon after her return from this for settlement.
From what availtrip that Miss Graham first met Jay able data we have regarding the waGould.
ter supply of New Mexico, it is apparent that there are more than four
of water flowing anmillion acre-feCEMENT SHOW IN CHICAGO
Chicago, Feb. 16. Chicgo's fourth nually, In addition to many thousand
lost by seepage and developannual Cement Show opened today in acre-fethe coliseum, and will hold the ment before reaching the streams. It
boards there until February 23. The is evident, therefore, that eventually
show has developed into a mammotn we can irrigate about 2,000,000 acres
industrial exhibition and annually at of land; that is, when we are able
tracts thousands of visitors. Every to conserve all of our water supply
visitor this year will he given a and also learn how to handle soil
chance to win a magnificent cement and crops in the most scientific manhouse, which will be erected free for ner."
the person!
guessing nearest the
strength of concrete, as shown by
tests to be made during the show. APPLICATIONS FOR
Officer

liLllilD

ct

ular army has now been vaccinated,
and it is pointed out that if it were
required that all new recruits and
be vaccinated the regular
army would be Immune to typhoid m
three years.

BEAU BRUMMEL

INSPECTOR IS

Feet

OF A.

0,

U,

NEW HAIR GOODS

l

With no serious results following
more than thirty-onthousand inoculations In the army, the procedure
is regarded as absolutely safe. The
protective vaccine is prepared at the
United States army medical school in OKLAHOMA MEMBERS THE LATthis city.
EST OF SIXTEEN 8TATE
)

IN JAIL
DANIEL DOLAN, FORMER POSTAL
OFFICIAL OF ALBUQUERQUE,
ALLEGED CROOK

BODIES
CARDINAL

GIBBONS

ready-to-we-

hair

ar

torial

Hair." and to asist all wo- -'
complete line of
This line includes ail the
0f hair dressing now

thoroughly sanitary.
Psyche Puffs, Ousters of
20 Small Puffs, $3.00
Piyche Puffs, Clusters of
16 SmaU Puffs. 52.50

TO SECEDE

HONORED

16. Cardinal
Feb.
Washlngto,
Feb. 16 The
Albuquerque,
G'bbons yesterday was appointed by
F.
Dolan,
Daniel
meteoric career of
President Taft as a member of the
poetofnce Inspector, protege of sever- board of Indian Commissionere, in
al famous men of political prominence
place of the late Archbishop Ryan.
In the east, easily the Beau Brummel,
of the government postal service in
the west, has been cut short by a federal grand Jury Indictment and quick REFUSES TO ISSUE
arrest at Western, Neb., on the charge
of carrying on a systematic scheme
to defraud the government by falsifying vouchers. He gave a $2,000 bond
and will stand trial.
Dolan, es far as can be learned in Judge M'fie denies petition
this city, where he made his headdirected against terriquarters while looking after the Den
auditor
ver district work in the territory, came
west a year ago from Massachusetts
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 16. In the
where he had been a postmaster. He
to
get petition for a writ of mandamus by
stopped in Denver long enough
instructions and was then sent here. the fire company of the American
It was noticed that Dolan had more Lumber company at Albuquerque
"hlfalutln" Ideas than the average
Auditor W. G. Sargent,
wardrobe
government officer. His
to issue a warwas extensive and excelled in quan to compel the latter
of
favor
in
for cerrant
the
plaintiff
tity anything seen in the territory.
amounts
insurof
territorial
the
tain
When he was sent into the interior
as had been the custom
on orders from Denver headquarters ance fund,
he carried a trunk, wore silk gloves before the passage of the 1909 law,
and looked more like a best man at was denied yesterday by Judge John
a fashionable wedding than an in R. McFie.
The case 'had been submitted on
spector making a little over $100 a
month. From the history of the ser briefs, Attorney General Frank W.
vice in New Mexico no inspector was Clancy appearing for the Territory.
ever known to carry a trunk. In the The opinion by Judge McFie goes into the points raised at length. He
early days thej; were glad to get
leather sacks to lug their documents holds that the Act of 1909 making
to certain
specific appropriations
and hard tack in.
cities and
enumerated
incorporated
Reports began coming into Albuthe
in
towns
the
precluded
not
was
territory
all
from
Denver
that
querque
well with Dolan's accounts, that his auditor from disbursing any of the
flinanclal statements were showing insurance fund to fire companies in
some discrepancies and that he had any other than the enumerated inbeen charging the government sums corporated cities and towns.
It did not therefore become his
ranging from GO cents to $5 a day for
subsistence and traveling expenses duty to issue a warrant on the inwhen he did not leave the city at all. surance fund to the relator fire comThen the Denver officers were call- pany aa such was hot provided for in
ed upon to take a rather anomalous the 1909 act which prescribed a new
position and send an inspector out to method, displacing the old method,
Inspect a fellow inspector's accounts, for the distribution of aid to fire
places.
The story of Dolan's expensive habits, companies in incorporated
of his trunk bearing proclivities, of the Nor is the petitioner situated in any
alleged falsification of vouchers was incorporated municipality, and the inwired to Washington. Quick came the tent of the act is clearly that only
should
order to call Dolan in from the field fire companies so situated
and give him a chance to explain. The benefit by the distribution.
government wanted to show the public
and the postal service that it prose
FOR UNIFORM MEASURES
cutes them all, in or out of the official
Feb. 16. The moveWashington,
do
family if they are guilty of wrong
ment to secure the adoption of a uniing.
While Dolan was waiting a federal form standard of weights and measures throughout the country is exgrand Jury was hastily called and an
Indictment on three counts was re pected to receive a decided impetus,
turned against the Inspector. The ter- as a result of a three days' conferritorial officers located him at West- ence begun in the capital today uDder
ern, Neb., and placed him under ar the auspices of the federal bureau of
rest Albuquerque has waited for weights and measures. The conferseveral days for the story of Dolan's ence is attended by delegates reprerather picturesque career to be given senting nearly all the states.
out in Denver and is surprised that the
postofflce department did not seize the
first opportunity to show how relent
lessly it pursues the men in its service who are found guilty of wrong do
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CITIES SEEK HOME RULE
WATER APPROVED
Detroit, Mich., Feb. 16. The mayors of many of 'the leading cities of
Michigan met in conference here to- TERRITORIAL ENGINEER GRANTS
day to discuss plans to secure legisPERMITS FOR SEVERAL
lation to permit the cities to amend
PROJECTS
their charters withdut a general revision.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 16. Territor
ial Engineer Charles D. Miller yes
terday approved the following appllT1Z-Smal- ler
cations for permits to appropriate
public water:
452, Isabella L. Thompson of Sil
ver City, N. M., 324 acre feet from
Stone Corral IDirew irrigation of 320
Sore Feet, Tender Feet and Swollen
acres and to cost $2,000.
Feet Cured Every Time. TIZ
467 W- - M. Fyffe, et al, Roswell,
Makes Sore Feet Well No
N. M., from Sprig and Salt creek for
Matter What Alls Them.
20.5 second feet Irrigation of 1,440
acres to cost $5,000, cut to 10 second ing.
Dolan's accounts are being check- feet.
d
up by men from Denver and the
471. Claude Ctocktou of Raton, N.
otal
shortage is not known.
11.68 second
M., from Arroyo for
cut
to
.4
second
feet
continuous
feet,

Use

SERIOUS REVOLT

Kansas City, Feb. 16. The state
lodge of Oklahoma, Ancient Order of
United Workmen, has joined a general
western and southern rebellion against
the supreme lodge of the order. At
a meeting February 7 the Oklahoma
lodge repudiated a claim for $150,000
alleged to be due the fraternal aid
fund of the national organization, and
seceded from the supreme body.
The action of the Oklahoma council
was based on trouble that had caused
fifteen other states and territories to
withdraw a determination to resist
special assessments by the supreme
lodge for national fraternal aid and
Western and
and guarantee funds.
southern states and territories that
have seceded, as well as jurisdictions
in Canada and the east, have object
ed to the levies on the ground that
the assessments were subterfuges on
the part of the supreme lolge to force
the payment of death benefits in eastern states where the death rate was
high and the membership low.
The states and territories whose
lodges have withdrawn are Nebraska,
Kansas, Arizona, New Mexico, Missouri, Colorado, Oregon, New Jersey,
Oklahoma, Massachusetts, British Col
umbia, the province of Quebec and the
Maritime Provinces of Northeastern
Canada.
Kansas City members of the order
declare that the supreme lodge made
an effort to suppress the fact that
Oklahoma had seceded, fearing that
news of the action would hasten a like
move by the state lodge of Minnesota, which is threatening to join the
rebe'lion at its convention next week.
Kansas withdrew from the supreme
lodge in February, 1909. The following May the supreme lodge brought
suit against tho state organization for
the
of more than $172,-to
be due for assessments,
000, alleged
The case now is in the supreme court.
All of the state and territorial lodges
that have withdrawn from the national council are being conducted as in
dependent organizations and maintain
Individual emergency funds.
The headquarters of the supreme
lodge of the order are at Meadsvllle,
Pa. W. H. Narvls of Muscatine, la.,
is the supreme master workman, and
W. M. Sackett is supreme recorder.
The states still affi'lated with the
national organization are Maine, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, Dela
ware, Iowa, Illinois, Arkansas, Texas
Louisiana, Minnesota, North Dakota
South Dakota, Washington and California.
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Psyche Puffs, Clusters of
14 SmaU Puffs, $2.25
Pnyche Puffs, Clusters of
12 SmaU Puffs. $1.75
Switches and Braids are
again very strongly in
Switch
favor. A
for $3.25
24-in-

Sanitary Hair
and 50c

27-In-

Rolls for S5c

DESIRABLE KID GLOVES
That look, feel and wear well,
which combine quality, comfort and
one which does your glove troubles
"cut right" from selected skins, then,
give satisfactory service.

There are not many gloves
beauty and when you find
are over. A glove must be
"made right" or it will not

is

The

"Eskay"
the last word in high class
glove production.
Every detail receives the closest
tion, insuring comfort 'and
service to the wearer.
Monarch
Black Only, $2.25

"Eskay"

Gloves,

"Eskay" Derby Gloves,
and Colors $1.75.
"Eskay" Nameless
Black and Colors,

Black

Gloves,
$1.50.

TRAD

"Eskay" Monroe Gloves, Black
and Colors, $1.00.

RtO- -

l

MARK

pat. om.
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GLOVES

NEW SILKS AND DRESS GOODS
These are lines in which every woman is interested
and this season she should be especially so.
The new goods are unusually pretty with neat and
dainty patterns and color combinations. At present
Foulards are holding first place with a wide range of
colors, patterns and combinations. See these.

NEW SUITS AND DRESSES
Are now arriving every day, and never have new
styles proved more attracti ve. Radically different from
last season's models, yet modest, neat and attractive.
Some very desirable long coats have also been received.
We will take pleasure in showing the new styles to all
wishing to see them.
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ESTABLISHED

1862

James J. Hill, the railroad mag
nate, is not a native of the United
States, having been born in Canada.

WHOLESALE DEALERS--

TRADE

MARK

flow.
472. Farmers'
Development com- TYPHOID VACCINE
pany, Springer, N. M., seepage from
constructed works supplemental supply for 10,000 acres to cost $4,500.
PROVES A SUCCESS
501.
Upton Bros., Solano, N. M.,
640 acres
from Burro and Cinta
creeks to cost $1,000, water appropriTHE MILITIA. AS WELL AS REGU
ation cut to 5 second feet continuous
LAR ARMY TO BE GIVEN
flow during Irrigation season.
BENEFIT OF IT
506. Cleveland
&
Weatherhead,
Everyone who is troubled with Mogollon, N. M., waters of Silver
sore, sweaty, or tender feet swollen creek for mining, milling and domesWashington, Feb, 16. So striking
feet smelly feet, corns, callouses or tic purposes to cost $2,500.
have been the benefits to the regular
bunions can quickly make their feet
army through the adoption of anti-t- y
well now. Here ia instant ielief and
WEAK, COLD SPELLS
phoid vaccination that General Weav
a lasting permanent remedy it's callWilmington, N. C Mrs. Cora L. er of the militia division has' addressed TIZ. TIZ makes sore feet well Ritter, of this place, says: "I used to ed a general staff circular to the orand swollen feet are quickly reduced have headaches, and blind dizzy spells, ganized militia with the purpose of
Co their natural size. Thousands of and weak cold spells went all over me. preparing guardsmen for such vac
ladles have been able to wear shoes I had different doctors, but they were cination in the future.
a full size smaller with perfect com- unable to tell me what was wrong, so I The circular is based upon a re
fort.
began to take Cardui. I am now all port by Lieutenant George B. Foster
It's .the only foot remedy ever right, in good health, and better than of the Medical Corps, which contains
made which acts on the principal of I have been for 10 years." Cardui is a startling figures illustrative of the
drawing out all the poisonous exuda- remedy for women, which has been havoc wrought by typhoid in armies.
tions which cause sore feet.
Pow- helping sick women for nearly a life- It is shown that in the short Spanish
ders and other remedies merely clog time. You can absolutely rely upon American campaign there occurred
tip the pores. TIZ cleanses them it. Other people have, done the test- 20,738 cases of typhoid among 109,-93out and keeps them clean. It works ing, and you should profit by their exmen with 1,580 deaths. In the
right off. You will feel better the perience. Cardui has benefited a mil Franco-Prussia- n
war the Germans had
very first time it's used. Use it a lion women. Why not you? Begin 73,396 cases with 8,789 deaths, and
week and you can forget you ever taking Cardui today.
statistics of the
war
bad sore feet There is nothing on
have never been published.
earth that can compare with K. TIZ TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Lieutenant Foster states that 3
Is for sale at all druggists 25 cents Take LAXATIVE BROMO
Quinine per cent of the persons recovering
per box or direct if you wish from fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signa- - from typhoid continue to throw off
Walter Luther Dodge & Co., Chicago, Tablets. Druggists refund money If it
typhoid bacilli capable of infecting
111.
For sale by all druggists.
ture is on each box. 25c
others. About
of the reg
7
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ONLY EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS IN NEW MEXIOQ

SIX COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS

SUNNY

Dry Goods Groceries, Hardware,

SIX

Implements, Stoves, Vshiclss

HAIL ORDERS "XtZyZSEt"'
USES-3

LAS VEGAS,

SUNNY

ALBUQUERQUE,

SANTA ROSA

MONDAY Laundry Soap contains a wonderful

which saves half the rubbing. It will double
the life of your clothes.- Its real virtues may not be apparent the first time you use it You have perhaps been washing
d
soap, and it will take some
your clothes with a
undo
the rosin soap has done.
what
to
time for Sunny Monday
But after three or four washings you will notice a decided difference in the whiteness of your clothes.
-

ELL Y

GROSS,

Sunny Monday
Sunny Monday

will not shrink your flannels.
will not make your woolens harsh

and

Sunny Monday will not fade your colored goods.

THE N.K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, Makers.

KALiNE VEHICIES - - M
, Conner: nn
.

8 WEN

"Sunny Monday Bubbles
Will wash away your troubles."

East Las Vegg,N,M,,

Carona, U, II

ChicaSQ

CO.

wholesale anooEns
vool, iiioa Bntf PLTg
BAIN WAGONS

"netdey."

&

(inootoralot)

heavily-rosine-
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HOUSES
T

Colorado
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PARENTS GRIEVED

NO INDIGESTION OR
STOMACH

BY ACTIONS OF
INGRATE SON
FORCED

TO

HAVE

HIM

PLACED

UNDER BOND TO KEEP
THE PEACE
So grievously;
haa a Las Vegas
young man wounded the hearts c.'
'his parents and so thoroughly haa he
frightened them by threats and in Urn
ldatlon that his old mother yesterday called at the office of a local
justice of the peace and asked to
have him placed under a bond to
keep the peace. According to the
complaint filed by the boy'e mother,
he haa threatened bodily harm to his
parents In return for their friendly
admonitions to forsake evil ways Into which' he has fallen.
The young man left here several
months ago and secured employment In another state. Recently he
returned to Las Vegas. Shortly after
this, according to the story, a wo
man followed him here. In spite of
his parents' Influence he renewed his
friendship with this woman. Upon her
he showered all his love, while for
hki father and mother he is said to
have had nothing but abuse and
threats. Most of his money, too, was
spent by and for the woman.
The family is an old and respected
one. For this reason no names are
printed in connection with this story.

SPORTDOM

DISORDER

Why not get some now this moment, and forever rid yourself of
stomach trouble and Indigestion? A
dieted stomach gets the blue and
grumbles. Give it a good eat, then
take Pape's Diapepsln to start the di
gestive Juices working. There will di
no dyspepsia or belching of gas or
eructations of undigested food; no
feeling like a lump of lead In the stomach or' heartburn, sick headache and
dizziness, and your food will not
and poison your breath wltb
nauseous odora.
,
Pape's Diapepsln costs only 50 cents
for a large case at any drug atore
here, and will relieve the most obstinate case of Indigestion and upset
stomach in five minutes.
There is nothing else better to take
gas from stomach and cleanse the
stomach and Intestines, and, besides,
one single dose will digest and pre
pare for assimilation into the blood
all your food the same as a sound,
healthy stomach would do It.
When Diapepsln works, your stomach rests gets itself In order, cleans
up and then you feel like eating
when yon come to the table, and what
you eat will do you good.
Absolute relief from all Stomach
Misery Is waiting for you as soon as
you decide to take a little Diapepsln. Tell your druggist that you
want Pape's Diapepsln, because you
want to become thoroughly cured this
time.
Remember, if your stomach feels
out of order and uncomfortable now,
you can get relief in five minutes.'
for-me-

NEW HEAD OF COLLEGE

New York, Feb. 16. In the presence of a great assembly of educators
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
from many, parts, of the country, Miss
Virginia Gildersleeve today received
the keys of Barnard College, and by
Mrs. Langtry has gone into vaudeher acceptance of those symbols be
came the head of that well known ville In London.
institution for the higher education
A London production for Julian
of women. The exercises took place
Is being considered.
in St. Paul's Chapel of Columbia
George Broadhurst is to make an
University. Dr. Nicholas
Murray adaptation of "Who Owns Helen?"
Butler, president of Columbia, delivNell a Webb is to appear in the
ered the address of induction.
London production of "The Chocolate
Soldier."
The Rev. Lyman Abbott is a lawMabel Bardine is making a hit in
yer, and is still a member of the New vaudeville with a
playlet called "The
York state bar.
Widow Higgins," by George Hazleton.
An offer has been made to Marie
Tempest to appear a few weeks in
vaudeville before she returns to England.
A new comedy of American college
life, called "The Fullback," by a San
Wonderful Action of
The Francisco
author, is to be produced in
New Hair Remover, Will Surprise You.
that city.
William Faversham may appear in
Nearly every man or woman who
has been troubled with superfluos. or the spring in New York in a special
undesirable hairs has had experience matinee for charitable purposes in
with various preparations which mere- "Romeo and Juliet."
Castro of Venezuela
ly burn off the 'surface hair, redden
then skin, and fail to kill the hair ia figuring under a thin disguise in
an operetta produced in Hamburg and
roots.
a
is the remarkable new called "Creole Blood."
Charles Richman is soon to enter
which does more than
merely kill the surface hair. It goes vaudeville, playing in a sketch of his
own entitled "The Fire Escape." His
leading lady is Mabel Frenyear.
Paris is interested in a new dance
V
imported from South America and
called "Argentine Largo." It is described aa a cake walk played adagio.
Augustus Thomaa' new play, origin
ally named "The Jew," and now call"As Man Thinketh," will be acted
early in the spring with John Mason
in the chief part.
Billie Burke's season in New York
in "Suzzanne" has been extended. In
1
the spring she will make an extensive
tour which will go as far west as
San Francisco.
Anna Held will appear in this coun
absoto the hair roots, destroys them
next season in a new musical piece
forever.
try
and
lutely
of her hushe. management
Elec-tro-lunder
instead of
Besides this,
She has been
jr.
F.
Ziegfield,
band,
as
other
skin
the
or
reddening
burning
in London.
do, leaves the skin fresh appearing recently
Jack Norworth in
and
Nora
Bayes
ever
can
tell you
and soft, so nobody
will be the stars
Whether Little Miss Fix-It- "
have been using anything.
New
Cohan Theatre
the
will
who
open
the superfluous hair is of light or
will be
The
York.
opening
New
In
Elec-tro-l-a
will
destroy
heavy growth,
month.
of
this
latter
part
about the
it immediately and permanently.
Even light fuzz makes a woman look In the cast of the company present
a new play
coarse. Heavy growth is humiliating, ing "To Serve the Cross,"
have
its first
jto
R.
shortly
Reed,
by
and is Cupid'a worst enemy.
Orrln
are
In
Baltimore,
shoulproduction
Make your face, arms, hands,
and
Roberts
Ralph
Theodore
ders, neck and bust look clean and ex- Johnson,
Delmore.
quisite by using Elec-tro-lAnnie Rusael is to return again to
The regular price is fl.00 a bottle.
sort of part in which she won
the
Your money refunded if you are not
first reputation. She will defy
her
satisfied.
as an Ingenue and
Just send coupon below, with name the years, reappear
me
a comedy,
in
test
the
2c
stamp, begin
and address, together with
to pay for postage, for a free trial Backsliders," by George Egerton.Froh-maFor the present, at least, Mr.
to prove what
package of Elec-tro-l-a
will not renew his experiment
it will do.
a
of
"repertory theatre" In London.
FREE PACKAGE COUPON
It is announced that he has abandoned
CO.,
his plan to use, the Duke of York's
5105 State St., Chicago. 111.
theatre again for the. purpose next
Send me by return mail a free spring.
trial package of your wonderful
Elec-tro-l-a
for getting rid of any
NEGRO MURDERER ON TRIAL
hair permanently. I enclose
May's Landing. N. J., Feb- - 16. Lee
stamp for postage.
Hammon, a negro, was' placed on trial
Name
before Judge Trenchard today for the
alleged murder of Henry Foote. Foote
Street No.
was shot and killed in Atlantic City
.State.
.....
November 12 last.
on
City
El-tin-

Marvel for Any
Superfluous Hair
Elec-tro-l-

Elec-tro-l-

hair-remov-

i.
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The Gems of

D

the Coronation

BATTLE
HEAVYWEIGHTS

FINISH

TRAIN-IN-

AND ARE READY FOR

TAP OF THE

GONG

London, Feb. 16. Bill Lang, champion heavyweight fighter of Australia,

and Sam Langford, the Canadian-bor- n
negro who la now generally recognized as one of the best of the big
fighters in America, have completed
the work of preparation for their
contest at Mcintosh's Olympia
Annex tomorrow. No heavyweight
y
battle since the Gunner
Burns fight has aroused so much Interest and enthusiasm among the LonThe advance
don sorting fraternity.
sale of seats' indicates that a
crowd will be at the ringside
to see the two big fighters meet.
The fighter from America will enter the ring a favorite unless there is
a sudden and unwarranted switching
of the betting odds. Langford U no
stranger on this side of the water and
the ring critics well remember the
ease with which he disposed of Tiger
Smith, Jeff Thorne ana Ian Hague,
who were among the most prominent
of the heavyweights that England has
produced in late years.
Langford's greater ring experience
is figured a3 one of his chief assets in
He
hia fieht with the Australian.
has been in the ring more than ten
years and has taken part in 100 battles
He has never suffered a knockout and
has 'ost less than a dozen battles on
referees' decisions.
In Lang the negro will meet 1
younger man who has made a remarkably good showing considering the
time he has been in the ring. The
Australian has nearly all the natural
arivantfiepa over Lanrford. He has a
longer reach, Is many pounds heavier
and is an inch or two taller than the
man from America. He is said to be
remarkably fast on his feet for a man
of his size, but in this respect he will
have no advantage over the negro.
Which of the two can hit the harder
is a matter of opinion, for both are
known to have a stiff punch. Lang
ford can stand a terrific beating, and
Lang has showed In all his battles that
it takes more than a love tap to put
him down. The Australian ia aggres
sive ina Numbering sort of way, and
Langford is always after his man, so
there should not be a slow moment in
the fight as long as it lasts.
The American outclasses the Aus
tralian in only one thing, but that is
the most essential In the ring. It Is
the knowledge of the fighting game
and ring generalship that Langford ex
cels. And this excellence is expected
to win him the fight. Langford himself Is as confident as can be over the
result of the contest. He has trained
faithfully since his arrival in England
and appears to be In the best of condition for the battle. If he wins he
will return to America to renew his endeavors to get a match with Jack
Johnson for the world's championship.
20-ro-

Molr-Tomm-

record-breakin-

WASH

THOSjJWLES

OFF

that m'ld, soothing
wash, that recognized remedy for eczema and all skin troubles. First drops
take away that awful burning itcn,
cleanse the skin wash away every
Use D.

D. D.,

pimple every Impurity. Nothing like
D. D. D. for the complexion.
Get a 25c trial bottle today, worth
ten times its cost to have a bottle In
the house. At any rate, drop into our
store to talk over the merits of this
wonderful prescription.
K. D. Goodall.

FACES

GRAVE

CHARGE

Milwaukee, Wis, Feb. 16. Dr. F.
X. Schaeffer, who was recently married in England to the Baroness von
Ottlnger, was arraigned In court to-

day for a preliminary hearing on a
charge of manslaughter. The charge
grows out of the death some time
ago, of Mrs. Rose Dietrich in this
city.

Gems, the most wonderful in the the
world, some of which have caused then

great bloodshed, and others which
have had less sanguinary, but quite
as romantic histories, will figure in
the coronation of King George Vand
Queen Mary in June, writes Harold
Sands, a member of the Institute of
Journalists of Great Britain. The
famous
of course, will
sparkle then as It did at the time
King Edward was crowned, but Its
luster will be dimmed by the famous Cullinan diamond, or rather that
part of it which forms the largest
and most valuable precious stone in
the world, and which is the property
of the ruler of Great Britain.
The magnificent diamond is called
the Star of Africa and Is notable for
the fact that It was carelessly kicked out of the clay by Captain Fred
erlck Wells, manager of the Premier
mine, near Pretoria, about six years
Wells thought he was being
ago.
made the victim of a joke on the
part of some of his employes when
he stumbled upon the great stone.
His first impulse was to throw it
away so that his men would not
have the laugh on him.
He decided, however, to examine
It more carefully before he got rid
of it. Even on close Inspection he
was disinclined to believe that he
held in his hand the most marvelous
gem that the world has ever known,
and he decided to "put it up to Cullinan." Thomas C. Cullinan was the
owner of the mine, and when he saw
(he mass, he, too, felt that someone
was playing a joke on them. He had
no Idea of being made the butt of
South Africa, so he had an expert
very quietly examine the stone. The
latter's report showed that It was
genuine, a gem of the first water
and the greatest magnitude.
3,024 Carats Third Class
diamond was
This magnificent
shipped to London as a common parcel. It went under the British parcel
post and was conveyed 8,00.0 miles
for $1. When everybody was wondering how It would be forwarded to
England and speculating as to the
extraordinary means to be adopted
Cullinan quietly made it into a small
parcel and it went through all unIn its original state it
suspectingly1.37
weighed 3,024 4 carats, or
pounds avoirdupois.
This great stone was bought by
the people of the Transvaal and presented to King Edward on his 66th
birthday. General Botha, who formerly led the Boers against Britain,
being one of the foremost men who
supported the movement for seeing
that the great diamond was added
to the wonderful collection, of the
rulers of Britain, The stone was
sent to Amsterdam to be cut. Out of
it was formed the star of Africa and
nine major brilliants, which also will
'
figure in the coronation
jewelry.
There are 96 smaller brilliants which
Queen Mary will wear as a necklace.
The Famous KoM-Noo- r
India, another section of the Brit
ish Empire, supplied the ' famous
a jewel with a most san
guinary history. Once this magnificent gem occupied a position as one
of the eyes of the Great Mogul. Ma-di- r
Shah, coveted it and besieged
Delhi in order to get it. He succeeded
at an expense of great loss of life
and treasure. The stone brought him
assassinated
bad luck, for he was
shortly afterward, and his son and
heir came to a similar end.
Despite this sinister history great
rulers of the Orient conspired to
obtain the precious stone. Shahs of
and
Persia
sovereigns
Afghan
schemed to obtain possession of It
and warred among each other for its
retention. Thrones were toppled over
and rulers killed all because of it.
Then the East India company, whose
ruling spirit for some time was the
famous Warren Hastings, who was
impeached for treason, obtained the
and presented It to Queen
Victoria shortly after Lord Beacons- field had persuaded her to take over
Koh-i-noo- r,

Koh-i-noo- r,
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Sinister History In Connection With Soma of
the Precious Stones,
WKIoh Have Ctvissd
Bloodshed end Jealous,
ies The Tragedy end
Romance of Jewels "

HETTERTTJX MEN, WOMEN" AND CHILDREN THAN CASTOR

OH,

IT SWEETENS AND CLEANSES THE SYSTEM
B FAR MORE PLEASANT TO TAKE.

AND

SALTS, OR

YfflJPfFlGSa"aEHXIR'fNN4
IT GIVES SATISFACTION TO ALL, IS
ALWAYS BENEFICIAL IN ITS EFFECTS
AND PERFECTLY SAFE AT ALL TIMES.

title of Empress of India. Since
the history of the great gem
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CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
in the Circfe,
on evenj. Pacftae of, tho Genuine.
ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS SELL THE ORIGINAL

AND

mm

'

i

WHEN CALLED FOR, ALTHOUGH THEY COULD
MAKE A LARGER PROFIT BY SELLING INFERIOR PREPARA-

CENU1NE

v

SOOOG 3O

MORE EFFICIENTLY

IS THE IDEAL FAMILY LAXATIVE, AS

has been peaceful enough. Queen
Victoria seldom wore it; somehow or
other she had a horror of adorning
herself with a crystal for which
thrones had been cast in the dust
and reputations blasted. The Dowager
Queen Alexandra never would put the
jewel on. One of her reasons for
so deciding was in respect to the
feelings of the people of India. Queen
Alexandra was only a queer consort,
such as Queen Mary is. The people
of India thought that only the actual
rulers should wear this talisman of
authority. ' For that reason It will
be placed in the crown of King
George at the coming coronation, and
will not be worn by Queen Mary.
The Crown itself, which King
George will have placed upon his
head,1 Is of comparatively
modern
origin. It is called the Crown of Ed
ward the Confessor, but It is nothing
of the sort. The old crown and all
the regalia that Cromwell, the Puri
tan Protector, could lay his hands
on at the time of the civil war in
England, were: broken up and defaced. In that condition they were
sold for a song, as the saying Is,
When the Stuarts were
restored,
some of these were recovered. Notable among these was the famous
Black Prince ruby. This was given
to Edward, the Black Prince by the
King of Castillo and was worn at
the Battle of Aglncourt by Henry V.
The sapphire of Edward the Confes
sor, also was recovered and still has
a' place in the crown. Very potent
powers used to be accredited to this
gem, it being said of it that it would
cure
the "king's evil" and
also
cramps.
The Ruby Ring and a Contre-temp- s
Another Edward the Confessor
jewel which King George will wear
at the coronation is a ruby set in a
'
big gold band and used as a ring.
Bach time this figures in a coronation
it is newly remounted. This ring
was responsible for a very remarkable occurrence at the crowning of
Queen Victoria. The Archbishop of
Canterbury, who officiated, insisted
that the ring must be p'aced on the
ring finger, but the jewelers had so
fashioned the band that it fit the
Queen's little finger. This fact was
made known to the archbishop, but
he stood upon his decision that it
must go on the ring finger as pre
scribed in the ritual. He forced it
down upon the young queen's finger,
which was too plump for it. Her ma
jesty was so hurt by this action that
her finger began to swell and she
showed signs of famtlng- - This made
the archbishop regret that he had
been so rude, but it also put a halt
to the ceremony while soap and warm
water were procured and the ring was
coaxed off.
That wise Monarch, King Edward,
remembering the story of this incident, provided, when he came to be
crowned, that there should be no
He let It be
such contre-tempknown that the archbishop of his
time and the jewelers must agree as
to which constituted the "fourth
finger according to the ritual." When
they had managed this the band was
made to fit the King's fourth finger
and it was slipped onto King Ed
ward's hand at the crucial moment
neatly and Iwthout any Inconvenience.
S--
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YET THEY PREFER TO SELL THE GENUINE,

TIONS,

BECAUSE

IT IS RIGHT TO DO SO AND FOR THE GOOD OF THEIR
CUSTOMERS.
WHEN IN NEED OF MEDICINES,
SUCH
DRUCCISTS ARE THE ONES TO DEAL WITH, AS YOUR
LIFE OR HEALTH MAY AT SOME TIME DEPEND UPON

AOntaiks
CENT.
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THEIR SKILL AND RELIABILITY
1

WHEN BUYING

NotetfoFolTNaine
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STRAIGHT ACROSS, NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN
THE CIRCLE, NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKACE.OF THE
ONE SIZE ONLY, FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
DRUGGISTS.
REGULAR PRICE SOc PER BOTTLE.,
PRINTED

GENUINE.

PyggTSHf
MINIATURE

..'I

PICTURE

SYRUP OF FICS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA IS THE ONLY PERFECT FAMILY LAXATIVE.
IT IS THE ONE REMEDY WHICH ACTS IN A NATURAL, STRENGTHENING
WAY
AND CLEANSES
THE SYSTEM. WITHOUT UNPLEASANT
AFTER EFFECTS
AND WITHOUT
AND
OR GRIPING.
THEREFORE DOES NOT INTERFERE IN ANY
IRRITATING, DEBILITATING
IT IS RECOMMENDED
WAY WITH BUSINESS OR PLEASURE.
BY MILLIONS
OF WELL.'
INFORMED
WHO KNOW OF TO VALUE FROM PERSONAL USE. TO GET ITS
FAMILIES,
BENEFICIAL
EFFECTS ALWAYS BUY THE CENUINE; MANUFACTURED
BY THE
BECAUSE

FIG SYRUP CO.

CALIFORNIA

and Retail

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes,

bSSs LUMP
Steam Coal,
Sawed Wood and Kindling:.

D. W. CONDON
Foot of Main St.

Phone Main 2 1

Retail Prices:

-

lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100
to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per
50 lb., to 200 lbs, each delivery 40c 'per

v

2,000

lbs.

1,000 lbs.,

110

Lets than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per

(

ibi.

100 lbs.
'

100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office T01
Douglas Avenue.

I

El iis

I
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Special Trade

Brandies Whiskeys Wines
3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy

17

Different Brands

Virginia Dare

Claret

Rye, so we have
your brand.

Apricot Brandy

Stars

& Co.

Sauterners'

of Bourbou and

Apple Brandy
5

G. H, Mumms
Pommery
GreatWeste

Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Niersteiner

California Brandy
Imrsteiner
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine.

Iftjft

BAR

C. T. FARLEY, Prop.

O O O O G O 00 0 O G 3 S--

S--
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San Miguel National Bank
o
o

0
OapHmlPaldln

$100,000.00

Eds Utgas

J. M.

CUNNINdHAM, President,
PRANK SPRINOER, Vice President,
D. T. HOSKINS, Csshler,
P. B. JANUARY, Asst. Csshler.

Surplum

$80,000.00

0

Koh-i-no-

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
O

It

Is the nature of women to suffer
uncomplainingly, the discomforts and
fears that accompany the bearing of
children. Motherhood is their crowning glory, and they brave its sufferings for the Joy that children bring.
No expectant mother need suffer,
however, during the period of wait
ing, nor feel that she is in danger when baby comes, if Mother's Friend is nsed
ia preparation of the event. Mother's Friend relieves the pain and discomfort
caused by the strain on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea by counteraction, prevent backache and numbness of limbs and soothes the inflammation
of breast glands. Its regular use fits and prepares every portion of the mother's
system for a proper and natural
ending of the term, and it assures
for her a quick and complete recovery. Mother's Friend Is sold at
drug stores. Write for free book for

expectant mothers.
BBADFTKT.T)

REGULATOR CO,
Atlanta, Ga.

Small Sums
Like ''little drops of water, little grains of sand,"
swell into largest of proportions when added together. Bring a dollar here and put in this savings bank. Call it

A Holiday Savings Account

o

7

Add to it little by little and time will tell the story.
Do it now, and we'll smile and be happy with you,
in years to come, when you're telling the story of
your accumulated wealth.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS B AUK
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Entered I t the Poitoffice at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmission through the United States Malls
as second class matter.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Per Year, by Carrier .... 17.50
Per Month, by Carrier... .65
Oa'ty Per Week, by Carrier .. .15
Weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
2.00
Per Year, by MaU
1.00
Six Months
,
Advertisers are guaranteed, the
iB'pett daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in northeastern New
Daily
Daily

Mexico.
COLORADO
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AKMY MEDICAL' WO Kit
Tbe medical staff of

tbe

gin- -

V
j,
gla case.
Typhoid is one of the most comd moet daneerous of diseases!
to which the, people are subject. An
illustration of this is shown in the
Spanish war where- one in every five
soldiers was a victim of the disease.
One out of every twenty afflicted
with it did not survive its ravages-Thproportion of deaths has been
much higher in wars engaged in by
foreign countries.
What has been accomplished in the
army can be duplicated among the
dispublic in general. Prevention of
most
one
of
the
now
importease is
ant branches of medical science and
the rapid introduction of antitoxin
for various troubles is only In its in
fancy. The patient investigators and
experimenters who are unselfishly devoting their time and talents in the
cause of medical research are public
benefactors whose worth will be appreciated long after they have ceased
their labors in behalf of mankind.

Main 2
Main 2
Main 2
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TUE.WAY TO MEET Dig- -.
.unalloyed conviction. But if be. is
for
ASTER
vaudeville
on
PUBLICITY GALORE
stage
the
appearing
nothing it indicates a tremendous.
For
While sf work oa tie steel frames
cinmn In his business habits
:
FOR NEW STATE
months he has been getting good of a tall building & few days ago,
money for telling about things that Alexander Hazlett, a workman In
he didn't do and then turning around Philadelphia, tsllpped and fell Into
He .wa'v"elght ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN OF BUand confessing, in the same or othe an elevator Shaft.
"
from
the
stories
nothav
ground. Death was
REAU OF IMMIGRATION DOING
magazines, that he "might"
as certain as it 'can be for any man
done them at all.
GREAT GOOD
Dr. Cook ought to d well In vaude- and the workman was due to meet
I
ville.
He will face the most demo- it in two or three seconds.
Through the instrumentality of the
cratic and. indulgent of audiences. No
Hazlett was a man accustomed to publicity campa'gn of the bureau of
one wlll'care
rap 'whether he is meet death every hour in the day, immigration at the Chicago land a how
or not The fact either from a fall or from the swing and
truth
the
telling
the Pueblo" Irrigation congress
that he is Dr.j Cpok,, heralded al ing beams overhead, and even In tbe New Mexico has received a great deal
over the world as the champion fak- fall he did not lose his presence of of valuable
advertising. This is shown
er, is enough to make him an attrac- mind. He was thinking fast as he by the large number of inquiries betion. And when he abuses Peary shot through the air. Two stories ing received
by Secretary H. B. Hen-Inand excoriates the press the gallery down there was a board projecting.
of the bureau of immigration.
should riot. Nothing so arouses the He grabbed for the board and caught Many of the inquiries are on post
galleries as savage appeals for sym; it. He could not bold it, but he cards distributed at the Chicago land
pathy. The world loves the under broke the force of his fall for two show and the Irrigation congress in
The swing and impetus Pueblo,
dog provided only that the under dog stories.
showing the value of those two
yelps loud enough. The only mistake threw him into somersaults, and he Institutions as advertising, mediums.
Dr. Cook is making is in telling the went down turning, but as he turned
In the last number of the weekly
public that he is getting no salary. fate brought him near another board, bulletin of the bureau of Immigration
o
That is mighty poor business. He at the fourth story, and, on the in- Mr. Hcning reproduces-thlist of
should
hire a press agent and setup stant, he grabbed that as he passed
IN
VAUDEVILLE
COOK
DR.
has received by mail conthe claim that he is getting $10,009 and again broke his fall.
cerning New Mexico during the past
a week- - It wouldn't be such a tall
ever
now
be
more
than
Is
true
This happened twice In the few week. There are 146 such inquiries.
It
fore that all the world's a stage and story, either, in the light of prece seconds In which he shot like a bul- Mr. Hening hasi written from his
all the men and women merely play dent, and it would look better on tha let past story after story, on h's headquarters In Albuquerque to George
ers.From the most distinguished bills. Perhaps this will come later, headlong way. He struck the ground A. Fleming, secretary of the Commerstatesmen down to the fussiest little when he makes another "confession.' but suffered only a sjight Injury to cial club, asking for the contribution
o
"civic specialist," the
his skull, which a fortnight in the of live articles advertising New Mexstage lecture, theater or magazine A HIRED GIRL FINANCIER hospital will cure. Neither arms nor ico and setting forth its advantages,
sees them all. In the realm of the
legs were broken. His back was not hot as statements of fact alone, but as
drama the "muckraker" has reaped
Discussions about what to do with Injured. He had saved his life by stories of Interest and merit that will
abundant harvest, and there is still our servant girls and how to keep sheer will, quick and Invincible reso catch the eyes of the people. Mr.
(
considerable profit in the "uplift-pla- y them on the job would come to a lution.
Hening states the publicity associaon the outer edges where the sudden end if the girls were all like
This is the way in which every tion and the bureau of immigration
embers of "reform" are still glow the one in Ohio who has recently let man and woman should meet the have started on a strenuous campaign
ing. But the reformers have no mo- it out that she has saved some money, falls and fates of life. It comes to for the advertisement of New Mexico
Just how she did it may never be all to slip. It happens to many to as a whole. Chicago and other pa
nopoly of tbe stage. The footlights
gather many varieties of social moths come known, for the girl herself is fall. Slips and falls often come at pers are printing the articles, $.he
including sensational divorcees, cen- reticent, but when she had finally the very moment when they seam first of which, contributed by Gover
tral figures in murder cases, cham- decided to resign and was pressed certain disaster. Hope is gone. There nor William J. Mills, appeared In The
pion Bwimmers, men with trained for a reason she reluctantly admit- appears to be no chance.
Chicago Tribune on February 2 anl
man
was
a
has
to
pigs, wireless operators who became ted that by being frugal and investhis
death
Many
reproduced in The Optic several
gone
popular heroes by doing the only ing her wages she had accumulated with more chance than had Alexan- days ago.
der Hazlett. Many more men slipping
thing left for them to do in time o! about $75,000.
danger, broken down opera stars ard
Otjher financiers' would like to in other ways have lost all tbat
You are probably aware that pneusome actors.
know something of her methods, but makes life worth living, because they monia
always results from a cold, but
To this heterogeneous, collection she is not granting any interviews. saw and seized no helping thing, you never
heard of a cold resulting In
comes by natural gravitation the dis- She could earn considerable money though many were near as they fell pneumonia when Chamberlain's Cough
credited Arctic explorer.
Dr. Cook by writing "Daily Hints to Hired
But the real man land the real Remedy was used. Why take the
this remedy may be had
has become a vaudeville perform- Girls" for , the newspapers, but she woman in the instant of fall and in risk a when
for trifle? For sale by all druggists.
er. News from New York heralds his has enough for her modest needs.
the moment of disaster acts, thinks
first appearance as a headliner, and
Others can emulate her example as the lighting strikes and seizes the
When her child is in danger a wothe remarkable thing about the af- however, if they desire to do so, and one slender, swaying chance that man will ri3k her life to
protect It.
fair is that he says he is not getting any girl working in the kitchen is passes, and seizing it, wins.
No great act of heroism or risk of life
Is necessary to protect a child from
any money for his "act" Of course, able to cave that sum is going to
Chamberlain's
Cough
in the light of past experience,
Hall Caine, novelist and playwrlgnt, croup. Give all
rise, sooner or later, above her
Remedy and
danger Is avoided.
cannot expect his word to carry
is an expert on architecture.
For sale by all druggists.

suits bare been experienced in a

TELEPHONE

Business Office
Editorial Rooms
8oclety Editor
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United

States army has accomplished many
things of benefit to humanity through
its investigations and experiments.
the yellow fever results being among
the most prominent "What was ac
complished in discovering the source
of yellow fever and the heroic disregard of death which army surgeons
displayed in their quest are matters
of history. Another achievement
of
note in the medical world has just
been accomplished by the successful
combatting of typhoid fever which is
one of the most deadly foes to mod
era armies, as was evidenced by the
terrible bavoc wrought by this disease during the war with Spain. Ex
periments conducted in the army
with vaccination for typhoid have
produced such "excellent results that
the system will be extended to the
members of the national guard in
the various states so that those pros
pective soldiers will also be immune
from the possibility of attack. The
. vaccine has been used on over
thirty
thousand soldiers and no harmful re-
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OUR DISjCOUNTSYSTEM
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and
Has been in force for oyer two years
Our , A .
lias rfiven universal satisfaction
-cash-- 10
the lowest possible for

j
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prices
of your saving
per cent off for cash, think
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TAUPERT'S

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
HONEY AND STOCKS
New York, Feb. 16. Call money 2
cent; prime mercantile
2
per cent Mexican dol
paper
45.
Sugar
lars
Amalgamated 63
118
Atchison 105; Great NorthNew York Central
ern pfd. 128
110
Northern Pacific 126
Reading 157; Southern Paciflo 117
Steel 79
Union Pacific 177
118
preferred

44

3--

1-- 8;

southern
tive steers, $3.405.75;
cows and
sou2thern
6;
$5:5
steers,
cows and
heifers, $3. 25 5. 25; native
and
stockers
feeders,
heifers, $36;

$4.255.25;

bulls,

$4.505.80;

calves, $4.608.25; western steers,
$5.406.25; western cows, $3.50
'

5- -

3--

3--

3--

3--

Market

8,500.

Hogs

to

10

7.40.

WOOL

Sheep 4,000. Market strong to 10
Market
cents
16.
Wool
Muttons, $4 4. 60;
higher.
Feb.
St Louis,
and
unchanged. Territory and western lambs, $5.306; fed wethers
fed western
yearlings, $4.255.25;
mediums, 1922; fine mediums, 16
18;

fine,

1213.

$3.804.30.

ewes,

nETAL

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK

New York, Feb. 16. Lead, maiket
firm. Spot and March $12.1012.W.

quiet $4.404.50; st.ndard copper,
Silver

51

8

GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Chicago Feb. 16. Wheat, May 91
Corn, May
July 90
July 50. Oats, May 31
Pork,. May 1755;
July 31
July 1695. Lard, May 93537
July 930. Ribs, May 940! July 920.

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 16. Cattle,
3,500, including 100 southerns. Market strong to 10 cents higher. Na- -

i6, i7 and

Feb. 16. Cattle, 6,000.
to 10 cents higher. Beeves,
'
$5.106.85; Texas steers, $4.25
western
steers,.
$4.505.70;
5.50;
stockers and feeders, $3.805.90;
cows
and
heifers,
$2.655.80;
calves, $7 8. 75.
10 "to 15
Hogs 15,000. Market
cents higher.
Light, $7.257.60;
$6.95
mixed, $7.057.55; heavy,
7.40; rough, $6.957.15; good to
choice heavy, $7.157.40; pigs, $7.40
7.75; bulk, $7.207.40.
Sheep 12,000. Market strong to
10 cents higher. Native, $2. 85 4. 60;
western, $2.854.65; yearlings, 4.70
5.60; lambs and natives, $4.75
6.35; western, $4.756.35.
Chicago,

Market

5

18

our Davs of Great OfMiriesrs
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OPPOSITE CASTANEDA

RAILROAD AVENUE,

fit

HOTEL
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New goods are arriving daily and in order to make room for them we are placing exceedingly low prices on the following
1

15c Best Lonsdale, Cambric, per yd

12c

,

Lonsdale Muslin, per yd

15c Percale 36 Inches wide, per

11e

15

Per Cent Reduction on all Women's High Shoes.

$10.00 Top Coats, for men, 34

10c

10

Per Cent Reduction on all Children's High Shoes.

35c and 50o Men's Sox, Lisle Thread

yd..

65c and 75c Debutante or Shoosu Silks, per yd

12c

33

49c

10
10

10 yards American
10

or Simpson

59c

Calico,

yards Best Dress Ginghams,

$1.20

Nine Good Reasons
Why Our Store

Especially Deserves
Your Patronage
1.

15
15

ment

One lot of Men's Shirts,

Per Cent Reduction on all Hosiery.

$1.25

to

37

3ga
,

25

and $1.50 values. Special

Per Cent Reduction on all Corsets.
Per Cent Reduction on all Wool Dress Goods.

75c and $1.00 Boy's Knickerbocker

Per Cent Reduction on all Curtain Materials.

20 Per Cent Reduction on all Boy's Suits.

None

Held

In

i- -4

treat-

Off All Fancy

19c

for.

65o Boys' Blouse Waists, 4

Fine Taffeta, Messaline, Lingerie and Linen Waists Included.

We guarantee every' article to give satisfacOur competent help insures courteous

Per Cent Reduction on all Winter Suits.

Entire Stock Placed Out on Tables for Inspection.
Reserve.

to

20o and 25o Men's Sox, Cotton, 2

15

$1 00

years, at

4gc

Pants,

.

Shirt Waists at 15 to i2 Off

tion.
2.

3

4

to

16

years, at

Merchandise of the first class only Is bandied.
Each of our departments is complete.
Up to date methods Is doing business is our
keynote.
6. We have been doing business a score of
years and buy from experience.
7. Our reference Is every progressive family In
" H' '.: '
this city.
8. Prompt service in delivery of goods.
9. We have probably the most varied anl best
selected assortment of goods to be found In this
part of our commonwealth.

THE
IB

91

11

1

v

f

W

ME

Our $1.00, $1,25 and $1.50 Wash Waists, white and colored, all sizes. 79c
Our $2.00, $2.50 and $3.00 White Waists, all sizes
$1.59
Our $3.50 and $4.00 Fine Waists, all sizes.
$2.89

Any Article Bought
From Us Can Always
Be Exchanged If Not
Satisfactory

and Plain Silk Waists

Kimonas, Wrappers,
and House Dresses
Reduced.

STORE OF QUALITY
1ST1

r

mm
U

1

7)

E. Las Vegas.

f'

Hi

r

it-- et

mill m M

m

'
4

t

.

69c

.

'

3.
4.
5.

15

cents
$7.207.35;
higher. Bulk,
and
packers
$7.157.25;
heavy,
butchers, $7.207.35; light, $7.'30

N.M.

7

Long Crepe Kimonas,
Worth $2.50 to $3.50,
Specially Priced at

fevki rr

mm-

$1.98

to

$2.69.

House Dresses, Good
Styles, open back or
front, 3fi I t6T44." at
'
:

c-f-

j

$1.50

and

$1.75 Wrap?

i". all sizes, 'all
colors, at $1.35 Each.
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The

Prescripiionist

PERSONALS

i

,

NATIONAL ADOPTS

I

W. S.
Dougherty

!

'it

The man who does the
weighing, the measurin- gthe man; who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your

of Mora, Is in
town visiting
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Cook
of San
Miguel were 14 this city
today.
Rev. Father p. Plantard, who has
charge of the Chaperito parish, was
.
here today".'
John Zimmerman and H. F. Fres-wlcof Levy,, were visitors in Las
Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Renkin of Wat-rou- s
are In Las Vegas. They arrived
this afternoon.
,
W. R. Holly, a prominent attorney
of Springer, was a caller at the court
house this morning.
P. McCormick, who resides on a
ranch near Chaperito, was In town today purchasing supplies.
Mrs. George H. KInkel returned today from El Paso where she had been
spending a month visiting friends.
Arthur Havens, who reside
In
Cimarron, arrived this afternoon for
a visit to friends and relatives In
Las Vegas.
GSummerlin of Thorndale, Texi,
arrived this afternoon to attend the
funeral of Mrs. C. W. Summerlin,
which will be held tomorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Boyle of Atchison, Kan., who have been visiting at
the home of Charles Stewart for several days, left this ' afternoon for
home.
Mrs. Henry W. Green, who has been
visiting here a short time, will leave
Saturday for Denver where- she will
spend a short time before returning
to her homo in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ballard formerly of Cherokee, Iowa, stopped off here
today for a brief visit to Mr. and Mrs.
William Sbillinglaw. They are on
their way to California, where they
'
expect to locate.
Mr. and Mrs. Aldridge and S. Floer-sheiof Springer were In town today, having journeyed to Las Vegas
in an. automobile. They left this afternoon hoping to be overtaken by a
snow storm while on the way.
George E. Morrison arrived this
afternoon from Santa Rosa, where
he had been on engineering business.
He will ' begin at once the work of
changing the Rosewater survey to
place the sewer mains in the alleys
instead of the streets.
h

prescription.
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WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

Phoue Main 3

WE HAVE A

-

NICE LINE OF
FRESH MEAT
BEEF
PORK
MUTTON

.

VEAL
N

-

CHICKENS
HAMS AND
BACON

-

JOHN. A. PAPEN
PHONE

144 AND 145,

CATHOLICS

14,618,761

IN UNITED STATES
e

'OFFICIAL

' CHURCH

FOR 1911

IS OUT

NEW

DIRECTORY
127,700

IN

MEXICO

Washington, Feb. 16. There are
at present 14,618,761 Catholics in the
United States, according to the 1911
Wiltzius official Catholic directory.
Of these 127,700 axe in New Mexico
and 91,485 in Colorado.
If In need of trees or snrubbery see
W. F. Calhoun or call at L. G. Calhoun's real estate office and leave
your order. 608 Douglas avenue.
Charles Rohlfs, huband of Anna
Katharine Green, the novelist, was
an actor for many years and played
,
with Edwin Booth.

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be utied c by Hull's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75c per
bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
i

s

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

the Opera Bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.

At

William H. Crocker, leading banker of San Francisco, owns the most
Lilly Langtry, the actress, was made
of
postage a naturalized citizen of the United
collection
extensive
States at San Francisco in 1887.
stamps in the world..

CVERYBODY CAN HAVE BEAUTIFUL
- HAIR NOW, and they don t nave to
wait weeks and months for results either.
You wiH notice marked improvement after

Grows
Hair

the very first application.

and we can

Danderlne is quickly and
thoroughly absorbed by the scalp
and the hair soon shows the
effects of its wonderfully exhilarating and
qualitiea. It is pleasant and
easy to use simply apply
t
i i
5.'it to the scalp ana nair
5;
once a day until the
hair begins to grow,
then two or three
times a week till
desired results are
obtained.
A lady from California writes
in substance as follows:
I have been using your wonderful hair tonic for several months
and at last lam nowblessedwltu --a
wonderful guttof halrthat mean-areover 48 Inches In length ; the
braid la over 8 Inches around.
Another from New Jersey:
After oslng sixth bottle I
am happy to say that I have aa
nice a head of balr as anyone In
New Jersey.
Thia

Great

Hair-Growi-

ng

Remedy incanthreenowsizes,be
had at all
druggista

25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle.
:Cu1
This
Out

r,T

show how quickly
CC Danderlne acta.we
will send a large sample free
by re turn mall to anyone wno

If

sends this free coupon to the
Knoaltsa DsndsrlM Co., Chicago,
wtth thetrname and address
and 10c Id sliver or stamps
to pay postage.

7
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W. N. ROSENTHAL,
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THIS LEAGUE
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AND CLOSES OCTOBER
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SALE

FOR THIS WEEK ONLY
Household Necessities

A
12c

Pillow Cases, each
12c
Sheets, extra value. . . 55c
58c
Sheets, fine value
81x90 Sheets, Peperrell
74c
42x36 Pillow Cases, PepperrelL. 15c
42x36 hemstitched Pillow Cases 18c
8- - 4 bleached
Pepp'l Sheeting, yd 25o
9- - 4 bleached
Pepp'l Sheeting, yd. 27c
10- - 4 bleached
Pepp'l Sheeting, yd. 29c
Unbleached Pepperrell Sheeting,
2c, yard less than above.
45 inch Androscoggin Pillow Tub... 23c
ing, yard
set of 3 Potts irons and
$1.35
95c
stand
95c
$1.25 Savory Roaster
$1.35 Cotton Blanket, 11-- Bize.1.00
$1.00 for 8 yards
Silkolene.
Colored
$1.00 for 7 yds.
Burlap.
$1.00 for 3 mounted 7 ft. 3hades,
opaque.
Bath Seat,
$1.00 for the $1.50
white" enameled.
45x36
57x94
72x90

4

h

PER CENT OFF ON ALL

.$1.00
$1.00

acaj

y

will buy goods in the FURNITURE,
STOVE OR CARPET LINES.

its
x

Rugs, Carpet, Matting, Oilcloth

:

and Linoleum
This is our big department, buying as we do in solid bale lots, direct from the best Factories, enables us to beat all competition.
$21.20 for the $26.50 Axminster
Rugs, size 9x12 feet
$23.60 for the $29.50 Smith Seamless
Axminster Rugs, 9x12 feet
$28.00 for the $35.00 Superior-Axminst9x12 Rugs,
$19.80 for the $25.00 Smith Axmin-

"TWO DAY3 ONLY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY

i
50 lbs. Homestead Flour

35
55

50

lbs. Swandown Flour

18

lbs. Sugar

14

ster 8
feet Rugs.
Per Cent Discount for Cash on
all other Rugs in the store.
58c for 75c heavy printed Linoleum.
98c for square yards, for Tile Inlaid
6

11

all-cott-

for 6 large 20c Towels.
for 25 rolls of 5o Toilet Paper.
for 15 rolls of 10c Toilet Paper.
No. 8
for $1.60

all-cott-

ONLY AT

Tea Kettles.
A WEEK BUYS A VICTOR,
COLUMBIA OR EDISON PHONOGRAPH.

$1.00

BACK FROM FRONT
PROBATE
CLERK VIEWED
MEXICAN INSURRECTION
FROM

THE "FIRING

ROSENTHAL

SECOND HAND DEALER, NO?
by persons per-

It might be imagined

LINE"

While In El Paso and Juarez, from
which places he returned last night,
Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the probate
court, saw at close range considerable
of the. fighting in the Mexican
He obtained, ialso, several
excellent pictures of the soldiers of
both the federal and insurrecto
troops. Mr. Delgado secured several
photographa of General Orozco, the
Insurrecto leader and his staff. He
talked freely with members of both
armies. Some wounded insurrectos
told Mr. Delgado their cause was practically lot when Orozco failed to
capture Juarez. Because they are
starving and their horses are dying
for lack of feed the insurrectos, according to Mr. Delgado, have left the
neighborhood of Juarez and have gone
southward.
Mr. Delgado says the reports that
Juarez was extensively mined by the
garrison to anticipation of an attack
is entirely correct Mines were placed
in every part of the city. An invading
army would be subjected to terrible
slaughter should these be exploded.
One of the photographs secured by Mr.
Delgado shows the Insurrecto troops
drawn up on either side of the railroad near Juarez. When the picture
was taken the army was awaiting the
arrival of a train bearing a large mim-bei- r
of federal troopsi. The men remain
ed in a position where they could have
killed or captured every federal Bol
dier, until a couple of hours after the
train was expected to arrive. Then
Orozco, against the advice of bis staff,
ordered themen to leave their posi
tion. The soldiers did so grumbllngly.
The insurrectos had progressed only
about tow. miles away when the train
came in. The federal troops disem
barked before the insurrectos could
take measures to prevent it. This,
Mr. Delgado believes, was the turning
point. Had the insurrectos held their
ground and kept the troops from
leaving the train they might have been
able to take Juarez.
Another picture obtained by Mr.
Delgado is that of a train which was
derailed and partially wrecked by
dynamite placed in a mine under the
track by insurrectos. The train was
bringing in supplies for the federal
i.
troops.
Pictures of dead soldiers who had
been stripped of their clothing by
their ragged comrades .were also ob
tained by Mr. 'Delgadd, He saw, also
aeroplanes in the United States government service being tested for use
In actual warfare. Mr. Delgado says
Indication aire that the capture or Juarez by insrreoto troops is now an imTuesday
possibility. H witnessed
night the arrival of General Navarro
with a large force of federal troopJ
inaur-nefcMo-

.

mitted to glance into the desk and
safe of Police Judge D. R. Murray
that Hizzoner was the proprietor of
a second store. The jduge has a' collection Qf pocket knives, razors,
watches and iherarticlesj;hat might
do credit to a 'museum.
Although many articles taken from
prisoners are returned to them and
Judge Murrax and the police endeavor
to see that this is done In each instance, a gool many prisoners leave
town as soon as they are released and
do not take the trouble to secure their
property.
This Is usually the case with knives
and articles of small value. The revolvers and watches are often put up
as cash bond by intoxicated persons,
who never appear In court to get their
property, preferring to let it go rather
than stand trial. After the articles
have remained in the hands of the
judge for a long enough time to convince him they will not be called for
they are often disposed of.

CATARRH
WFEVER

'8
RELIEF AT ONCE.
soothes, heals and protects th
diseased niembnme resulting from Catarrh
and drives away a Cold in the Head quickly.
Restores the Senses of Taste and SineLl.
Easy to use. Contains no injurious drugs
Applied into the nostrils and absorbed.
Larue Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by
mail. ' Liquid Cream Balm for use in
atomizers, 73 cents.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St.. New York
CIVES

WILLIAMSON

HAFFNDRCD

t

25o

Jar, Heinz Peach, Damson or Raspberry Preserve 75c

can Green Gage Pluma, 2

1

can Table Grapes,

1

can Table Apricots,

2

large bottles Kuner's Tomato Ketchup

1

pt. bottle Richelelu Cocktail Ketchup...,

2

jkgs. American Beauty Macaroni

3

packages Spaghetti

3

packages Vermicelli

4

packages Corn Starch

SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

lbs

15c
Iba

15o

lbs

2

15c

lbs

2

15c
25c
.'. 20c
25o
25o
'.

25c
25c
25c

1

package Grains of Gold

20o

1

rackage Ralston's Breakfast

Food.....

15o

large cans Hominy

25c

cans Tomatoes 2b.

:

,

lOo

3

cans String Beans

25c

3

cans Pears 2s.

25c

3

cans Corn 2a

25c

2

cans Starbeam Sweet Potatoes

2

cans Telmo Succotash

25c
-

Cocoanut

20o

can Cocoa

10c

Best Jap Rice
lbs. Navy Beans

25c
25c

for

25c

1
2

bottles

25c

10c, 3

10 oz. Chow

10c

Chow

25c

3 packages Libby Mince Meat
1
7

Toilet Soap
bars Lenox Soap

15o

25o box

25c

bars Diamond C Soap
bars Pearl White Soap
3 Tans Columbian Milk

8

25c

7

25c

1

25c

can Asparagus Tips,
Bacon, per lb

25c

2

1 Bide

20c

Gold Band Ham, per lb

18c

10 lbs. Our Cactus Brand Lard (pure)

1
n

25c
10c

pkg. Hominy Grits,
bottle 10 oz. White Pearl Pickled Onions

1

2

25c

large can Tomatoes

1
1

'

2

Gloss Starch

4

,

Lftdlest Aftk your
"KranXV
hletaMter's
Ills In Krd and ttold metalllc
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
ether. Bur efllVs-TETake
.
year
Askfor 111
lrnUt.
HttAPII flL.L,Ha tor KA
IHAaillilf
yeus known u Best, Safest, Always Reliable

15c

,y

5 lba.

HO i UP

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
A

lba

2

1

1

1--

Best draught beer in the city.
Lobby, of course.

25c

lb. Package Naban Tea (40c pkg.)

1 lb.

.

the

lb. Package Riohelelu Tea (40o pkg.)

1 can Telmo Pumpkin

an

Bee
Sat-

55c

can Peaches

1

It cleanses,

30c

1

3

Cream Balm
Ely's
Sure to Give Satisfaction.

25o

Jar Richelieu Apple Butter ,
Jar Richeliu Apple Butter

can Pears

3

Frank Revell,

When In need of an auctioneer
W. F. Calhoun and get his prices.
isfaction guaranteed.

25c

4 packages

TERRIBLE TRAIN OF TROUBLES
Lake Charles, La. Mrs. E. Fournler,
516 Kirby street, says: "The month
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
before I took Cardui, I could hardly Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
walk. I had backache, headache, pain
Building Job Work a Specialty
in my legs, chills, fainting spelts, sick Phone, Main 336
Opposite Optio
stomach, dragging feelings and no patience or courage. Since taking Cardui, I have no more pains, can walk
aa far as I want to, and feel good all
the time." Take Cardui and be benefited by the peculiar herb Ingredients
which have been found so efficient for BNORAVBRSTRINTERJ
womanly ills. Cardui will relieve that
backache, headache, and all the misery from which you suffer, Just as it
imni
has done for others. Try Cardui.
To horse raisers, I want you to see
Stallion 'Iowa Bob" on Henrietta
ranch 4 2 miles east of Las Vegas.
W. F. Calhoun, owner and keeper.

lbs. Rural Potatoes

3 lb.

Silko-

ji.35
ji.oo

5 lb.

1

.

,

3 lb.

Silko-

.140

dozen Fresh Egga

1

Linoleum.
Off for Cash on all Portieres,
Couch and Table Covers.

$1.60 for the $2.00
lene 4 lb. Bed Comforts.
$2.40 for the $3.00
lene 5 lb. Bed Comforts.

3

n

or Two a Week

All Cotton Bed Comforts

Lace Curtains and Scrims
$1.00
$1.00

Dollar

2

36-ln-

20

i!!:;:;!;;n;;:;::;;;!;i

East, Las Vegas, N.M.

v

4236 Pillow Cases, each

3

Prop.

'

New York,.Feb. 16. The board of
directors of the National League of
Baseball lubs, at a meeting held for
that purpose today, adopted a schedule of games for the coming season.
The season will begin April 12 and
will close October 12. The opening
games will be played as follows:
Brooklyn at Boston; Philadelphia at
New York; Pittsburg at Cincinnati;
St. Louis at Chicago.
Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis
are the only teams scheduled to play
Sunday games at home, the former
two each
having seventeen such
dates, while St- Louis has thirteen.
The teams average from twelve to
fourteen games on home grounds on
Saturdays.
On Decoration day the following
games will be played: Brooklyn at
New York; Philadelphia at Boston;
Cincinnati at St. Louis; Chicago at
Pittsburg. The Fourth of July games
will be as follows:
Boston at Brooklyn; New York at Philadelphia; Cincinnati at Chicago; ST. Louis at Pittsburg.
Labor lEay games are scheduled as
fo'lows: Boston at New York; Philadelphia at Brooklyn; Cincinnati at
Pittsburg; St. Louis at Chicago. The
closing games of the season are
scheduled to be played as follows:
Brooklyn at New York; 'Philadelphia
at Boston; St. Louis at' Pittsburg;
Cincinnati at Chicago.

e
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Big Sale Now on

SCHEDULE FOR

3

3
3
1
1

...$1.20

10c'

canvEno Saba....
can Blue Sea Tuna in Olive Oil
cans Heinz Plain Pork and Beana

10c
25c

25o
cans Aetna Beans or Soup. .
Plum
Indlvidaul
can Franco American
Pudding.... 10c
20c
sack Wyandotte Cleanser

AT

"V

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone M&ln 227.

THEGRAAF - HAYWARD

1

CO. STORE
.;.,!
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ROLLER SKATING
RECORD

COLUMN

Optic'

Number,

TIATED

Main 2.

Male and Female
Help Wanted
Sell

guaranteed hose. 70
per cent profit. .Make $10 dally.
Full or part time. Beginners In
vestigate. Strong Knit, Box 4029
West Philadelphia, Pa,

WANTED A first class cook In fam
fly of four. Apply 1031 Sixth.
WANTED Dining
Railroad avenue.

room

403

girl.

WANTED A man to work
Ackerman Dairy.

at the

Wanted
WANTED

Two
setting hens. Dr.
Frank H. H. Roberts, 1009 Fifth St.

WANTED Every lady
man In Las Vegas to

and

gentle

try box

ball.

For Sale
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicka, f 14.00 per 100. Money
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R2.
FOR SALE One good Kimball organ.
Inquire at 725 Sixth street.
FOR SALE One set of mission oak
dining furniture, in use only a short
time. Inquire 1105 Douglas avenue.
FOR SALE Fat cow. Apply 1225
Mora avenue. Charles Trambley.
- i
FOR SALE House and lot, reasonable terms, also household furniture, horse and buggy. 1102 Lincoln.
FOR SALE Single comb Rhode Island Red eggs $2.00 and $L00 setting of 15. Phone Main 323. E. S.
Lewis.
i"OR SALE Legal blanks of

scriptions. Notary seal
ords at The Optlo office.

all

de-

and reo

For Rent

KANSAS BOY NEGO
MILES IN
25 HOURS
167

2

Winfield, Kan.. Feb. J6. What is
thought to be the championship long
distance roller skating record has been
established by Earl Pettit, a boy of
18 years. , Pettit resides in this city,
and made his record here. Pettit
skated continuously for twenty-fiv- e
hours. He covered 167 2 miles. The
previous American record was twen
hours and 136
miles.
Though he had not stopped skating
for a moment for more than twentyfour hours. Pettit finished in a romp,
skating the last half hour as If he
were giving a short exhibition of fast,
fancy skating. When his self imposed
twenty-fiv- e
hours were up he did not
dramatically fall over in a state of ex
haustion, but went three minutes long
er and then posed for a flash-ligpicture. After a good night's sleep he
appeared none the worse for his long
exertion, and felt and looked as if he
might go skating the rest of the week
The finish of the race was amidst
the wildest enthusiasm of the large
crowd present. A good sized purse
was made up for the plucky boy who
had endured the long struggle so well
Perhaps it is not fair to call It a struggle. It was so easy for him. But
something of what the exertion meant
may be nderstood when it is known
that he outskated both in distance and
time three other men, skating against
him in relays. These were Wichita
skating experts: Johnny Mack, Chas,
Yeager and Clarence Nichols. The
first lasted but three hours; the second followed him and skated fourteen
hours the third beginning at twenty
minutes after noon skated until twen
ty minutes after six, making six hours,
Pettit skated forty miles farther than
the three did all together.
For the most of the time t Pettit
skated at the rate of six or seven
miles an hour. One or two attend
ants skated with him, taking turns. His
mother prepared food for him which
was eaten on the go. Not once did
he stop. One time a roller camo off
one of his skates. Without even
slacking up, he took, off his shoe, unfastened the skate, put on an un
broken one, replaced the shoe and
laced it on. This happened to oe one
of his fancy skating stunts, or he
would not have been able .o 'uve
done U.
Starting heavily clothed, he gradu
ally took off his outer garment i, until in the last hour he was in skat
ing breeches and hose, striped sweat
er, nd knit cap. On his breast was
pinned a knot of ribbons that stream
ed gall as he romped around the
track, and some admirer handd him
a beaut? ful bouquet of pink and while
carnations. With these in hand he
lashed around the course at a dizzying
speed, wholly careless about whether
he kept on the shortest lines of the
Urr.bt
marked track. And there !s
that th3 distance actuary skatsd vas
far in excess of 167
mlle.
The track was marke-- ".i.fMc bv a
rope, three feet from which all around
the distance was measured, giving
twenty-fiv- e
laps, or rounds, to the
mile. Pettit scarcely ever touched his
three feet line, but played around out
d
side of it. He frequently
and did other stunts that ate up dis
tance. But In spite of all this he made
418S laps in the twenty-fiv- e
hours.
The track was carefully measured af
ter the race In the presence of repre
sentative citizens and newspaper men,
It la probable that Pettit will be
matched against Frederick E. Miller
of Richmond, Indiana, the holder of
the previous record. If this Is done.
the race will no doubt be pulled oft in
some large city.
;
8

ty-fo-

ATES FSR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion
Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
Ne ad to occupy less epace than two
'
llnee. All advertisements charged will
be booked at space actually set, with
out regard to number of words. Cash
in advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

WOMEN

'

criss-crosse-

FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. 923 Gallinas.
FOR RENT Furnished front bedroom
on first floor, electric light, bath.
503 Main avenue.
FOR RENT Five room
Gallinas avenue.

house.

920

FOR RENT Nice front room, modern
house. 1034 Eighth street

FOR RENT The box ball alleys for
bowling parties.

Lost

FOR PUBLICATION
(Not Coal Land)
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
11, 1911.
NOTICE

Notice is hereby given that Chenlan
Signet ring with in'tlals E. M.
F. Jester .of Cherryvale, N. M., who,
If. Return to Las Vegas hospital.
on February 19, 1909, made HomeLOST Near the Sanatorium, on the stead Entry Serial No. 08854, for NW
4
section 22, Township 17 North,
Mora road, pair of rimless
eyeglasses. Finder notify Santa Fe Range 21 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
hospital and receive reward.
commutation proof, to establish claim
Backache, Rheumatism, Sleeplessness to the land above described, before
Result from disordered kidneys. Fol- Robt. L M. Rosa, U. S. Court Comey Kidney Pills have helped others,
Las Vegas, N. M., on the
they will help you. Mrs, J. B. Miller, missioner, at
Syracuse, N. Y, says: "For a long 8th day of March, 1911.
time I suffered with kidney trouble
Claimant names at witnesses:
and rheumatism. I had severe back'
William Smith, of East Las Vegas,
aches and felt all played out After
N. M.; John W. Grimes, of Cherry-vale-,
taking two bottles of Foley Kidney
N. M.; Bartholomew. B. Schwei-ger- ,
Pills my backache Is gone and where
I used to lie awake with rheumatic
of Cherryvale, N. M, and Herbert
pains I now sleep In comfort Foley Smith, of Gonzales, N. M.
Kidney Pills did wonderful things for
MANUEL R. OTERO.
me." Try them now. O. G. Schaefer
Register.
Feb 15
and Red Cross Drug Co.
LOST

,

ion

PIERCING

THE

UNKNOWN

We are already able to visualize
ten times as many new enterprises as
the entire endowment will finance,"
President Robert S. Woodward of
the Carnegie Institute of Washington
said in reply to an inquiry as tot how
the additional endowment of
just promised the institution
of Sklbo Castle would
the
Laird
by
be expended.
our
"But we are not
counting
chickens before they are hatched
much less before the eggs are laid,"
added the head keeper of this great
mother hen of science, who will now
have tucked beneath her sheltering
wings a fortune of $25,000,000.
The new. donation will not be final
ly transferred to the institution for
some mouths, and the next scheduled
meeting of the trustees, to be held
for the initiation of new projects,
falls not until December ten months
hence.

0,

I

WITH A GOLDEN

Interview With the Presi-- "
dent of the Carnegie Institution, Whith Now Has1 an Endowment of $25,000,000 A New
Telescope Which Will
Bring the Moon Within Fifty
of
Miles
Earth What the
Golden Probe Is Doing.
n

230-Fo-

move through out atmosphere,

and

that they are the cause of magnetic
storms-

-

Upon a tower 150 feet high is now
being mounted a mirror which will
reflect images of the heavenly bodies down into a pit eighty feet below
ground, and thus will be obtained a
great telescope 230 feet long, which
will greatly magnify the sun's Image
many times more than do the present Instruments.

PROBE

destroyed it" and that this skipper
"was sailing in the right direction,
aocordlng to his chart." This work,
researches
along with
magnetic
made upon land, in forty countries of
the world, is in charge of Dr. L.
A. Bauer, director of the division of
terrestrial magnetism.
The Manufacture of Rocks.
But no apparatus supplied by the
Carnegie millions Is more wonderful
than the great electric arc furnaces
and hydraulic compressors by which
Dr. Arthur L. Day, director of the
institution's geographical laboratory
at Washington, generates temperatures of seven thousand 'degrees F.
and pressures of one hundred thou
sand poundsi to the square inch, in
order to counterfeit the rocks of
earth. Using the purest raw materials, he manufactures rocks at will
and thus learns how Nature performed the same operation.
From this
work a sounder estimate of earth's
age is expected to result but more
practical results are being obtained
as, for example, the determination for
the first time of an exact formula for
making Portland cement from mater
ials found in different parts of the
world a problem which for years has
vexed engineers.
Among the other big projects
of
the institution is a department of
historical research which is sifting
the archives of the world in order
to compile "source books, aids and
guides" for students of American his
tory; a department of economics and
sociology which is preparing a social
and economic history of the United
States; a department of botanical re
search, with laboratories In Califor
nia and Arizona; and a department
of marine biology, with a laboratory
at Dry Tortugas, Fla.
Inventing New Animals
None of the
great workshops
maintained by the institution is more
interesting than the laboratory of
Cold
evolution at
experimental
Here
Island.
Spring Harbor, Long
men and animals are being studied
for the purpose of discovering the
laws of evolution and heredity. And
when these laws are known man can
control the process, different creat
ures being modified to meet our re
qutrements of beauty, food, materials
and power.
"The carnation can be made not
only crimson, but white, yellow and
blue," says Professor C. B. Daven
port, the director of this laboratory.
"It can be made as large as a chrysanthemum, or dwarfed. So the ban
tam fowl may be made of a red color,
(or black or white; with a ruff, or
without; with a long tail or with no
talL The egg yleldyof the hen may
be raised from 150 to over two hun
dred a year. The strength of the
horse can be Increased, as that of the,
Percheron exceeds that of the Nor
wegian pony."
He has invented to order such new
species as goats with wattles, cats and
guinea pigs with extra toes, ewes
with extra nipples, etc., in order to
test various theories as to the laws
of heredity and
determine
also
whether new species develop by grad
ual changes and the equal blending
of crossed breeds, or by sudden steps
and jumps.
Extending these studies to man, he
has lately discovered, with
other

World's Greatest Telescope '
And in France, there Is shortly to
be cast a great
disk of glass which will be transport
ed to the observatory and there
Cranks Besiege the Institution
and polished into a mirror
Nevertheless, the neBt of the ple ground
one
hundred
inches (eight and one
thoric mother hen is already besieged
in
third
diameter. This will be
feet)
whom
by an army of cranks,
in
most colossal teles
mounted
the
President Woodward catalogues as
to man. It will be 230 feet
"deluded enthusiasts and designing cope know
charlatans, amateurs, dilettanti, arc long and, theoretically speaking.will
the moon's image within fifty
trisectors, circle squarers, perpetual bring
of earth so near, in fact, as
motion men and women and all sorts miles
make
to
visible to human eyes an
of paradoxers."
on
moon's landscape that
'the
object
soEach of these chimera chasers,
f
is
the
length Of the Nation
liciting grants for the furtherance of al
d
or
the height of
Capitol
their pet schemes, believes that he
monument.
If aimed
the
Washington
comes within the compass of that in
Mars this wonderful Instrument
at
teresting paragraph of Mr. Carnegie's will
probably magnify that mysteri
deed of trust to the institution which
ous planet's image to five times the
states that one of the establishment's
diameter of Lowell's famous photo
alms is:
graphs. With such powerful instru
man
in
"To discover the exceptional
ments the observatory will discover
every department of study, when
bodies never even suspected
ever and wherever found, inside or 'heavenly
astronomers.
by
him
to
enable
and
outside of schools,
The stars visible in the heavens of
make the work for which he seems
our
Northern hemisphere have been
especially, designed his life work."
catalogued
by astronomers, but those
Owns 59 Buildings and 10 Vessels
of
the
Southern
hemisphere have
President Woodward refused to be
been long neglected. So to meet
inquoted directly. He said that his
want the institution has estabbuild- this
stitution already owns fifty-nin- e
lished at San Luis, Argentina, upon
ings, with rooms enough to shelter the east
plateau of the Andes, an
town,
the population of a good-sizewhere Professor Lewis
observatory
besides thirteen parcels of land and
Boss is at work completing a star
a fleet of ten vessels.
for the entire space of the
This Inventory includes two astron catalogue
heavens.
omical observations, five laboratories
In a Human Laboratory
and a mpjnificent ship built of
Ingenious apparatus for the study
bronze instead of steel. Thus far
about twelve hundred individuals of our food's effects upon our bodies
have contributed to the researches has lately been installed in a "nutriand publications , of the institution, tion laboratory" which the Institution
Here are to
five hundred, of them working in the has erected in Boston.
regularly organized branches of the be found a number of airtight cells
establishment and seven hundred of in which men and animals are shut
them under special grants of money. up for various periods. Every grain
Their combined activities have in of food passed to them through aircluded thirty different fields of study tight valves is analyzed before they
in forty separate countries of the eat it, and every bit of it which their
In perspiration,'
have bodies eliminate
discoveries
world, and their
Is
similarly
been set forth in 167 volumes, aggre- breath or otherwise
gating over forty thousand printed weighed and analyzed. By subtracpages, which have been distributed tion the exact amount of each Ingredfree to the greater libraries of the ient retained by the body Is learned,
the and the cells are equipped with apworld, or so'd at cost one-haindividto
rate
paratus by which the voluntary prisregular publisher's
uals interested in the subjects investi- oners may exercise or perform other
gated. To accomplish, all of this the kinds of work whose effects upon nuinstitution has spent, to date, nearly trition are to be determined.'
Dogs confined In one of these cham$4,600,000, which, with the exception
of a few donations from other phil- bers move a pointer whenever they
anthropists, has all been paid out of move upon the floor of their cage,
the .interest on the end wments made and thus their "activity" is measured.
Men will work a treadmill in anothhitherto by Andrew Carnegie. Lfc"?s
con
of this has been er of these cells, now under
than
adminis-tratio- n
other
and
which
has
been
salaries
for
struction,
especially things:
spent
"The skin color of children is not
designed for the study of muscular darker than
expenses- that of their darker par
this
In
work.
With
Irons
this unique apparatus
Now as to the
great
ent.
two blond parents
Consequently
stitution has In the fire, and what it the occupant of the chamber can
blond
produce
only
offspring, but a
man
of
walk or even run at any given rate.
is accomplishing for the good
blond and a brunette may produce
volunA
woman
number
of
kind.
young
teers have already been shut up in either blond or brunette children,
60,000 Solar Systems Discovered
and "that in crosses between negroes
these cells for purposes of studying
At a point above the clouds and a
and Caucasians the same rule holds;
the normal nutrition of their sex- And
mile above sea level the Institution has
that mulattoes produce 'white chil
the summit of another experiment has been made dren,' but (probably) rarely black.
established upon
with thirteen sufferers from diabetes,
Mount Wilson, California, a "solar
Thus is being fulfilled the dream
their
cell being equipped with a bed
of Bacon, who saw in the new Atobservatory" which Is being equipped
recordand chair; also apparatus for
with the most Ingenious instruments
lantic? gardens devoted to the imand
known to astronomy. In the presence ing their pulse beats, respiration
provement of animals and plansof Mr. Carnegie, Professor George F. body activity. None of these experiments has been made with any idea
Hale, the director, lately focused up
NOTICE FOR BIDS
of
curing patients, as has been supon the heavens a new reflecting telesThe undersigned school directors
malsufferers from various
of Wagon Mound district In Mora
cope containing a mirror five ft fit in posed by
adies who have already applied to
diameter., When the plate was de
will meet on the 28th day of
county,
the Institution for treatment.
veloped the Ironmaster beheld upon
February, A. D. 1911, at 2 p. m. with
it the Images of eiixty, thousand solar Bronze Yacht Going Around World the purpose of on that day opening and
A bronze yacht, the Carnegie, so receiving bids for the erection
systems not previously known to as
and
tronomy. With another large instru built In order that its material will construction of a "four room adobe or
ment, the 'snow telescope," which lies not disturb the magnetic laboratory, rock building and assembly room."
flat upon the mountain top and cover which It carries on board, has been Persons desiring to bid may get plans
ed by a long white shed, daylight dispatched by the Institution upon a and specifications from County Supercruise around the world. intendent Blaa Sanchez at Wagon
photographs of the sun's image are three-yea- r
influ- Mound.
being daily taken. With these and By measuring the magnetic
The board reserves the right
other pieces of apparatus is being ences in various areaa of The ocean to reject one or all of said bids If
made a study of the effects of the where the mariner's needle Is dis- found not in accordance with our
sun spots upon earth's atmosphere, turbed this unique ship is correct- plans and specifications. For fruther
which may make long range weather ing the charts) by which vessels are Information address County Superinforecasting an exact science. Already guided. Mr. Carnegie announced, the tendent Bias Sancez.
It has been established by these In- other day in New York that his
DAMACIO CHAVEZ, Chairman,
struments that sun spots are great bronze yacht had "found that the
J. D. MEDINA, Clerk,
electrical vortices, moving across the captain was not to blame who ran
MANUEL PALTENGHE, Director.
face of the orb, of day as cyclones! a great steamer upon the rocks and 16, 17, 18, 20, 21.
one-hal-

one-thir-

d
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.

one-twelf-

to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com pound
T want, to toll vnu how much
Ronffwiiio MiVh
T.vri.a V Pinkhama Vflffptahlfl (V)mDOUnd IKIS

irwl

done me.

live on

I

a farm and have worked very

hard. I am forty-liv- e
years old, and am the mother
of thirteen children. Many people think it strange
that I am not broken down with hard work and the
care of my family, but I tell them of my good friend,
will be
your Vegetable Compound, and that there
for t.l cm if thev
will take it aa I have. I am scarcely ever without
it in the house.
, ,,
1 will Day nunj tuuu x uujul. tuciv w v
medicine to be found for young girls to build them up, regulate, and
maae tnem well. Jiy emest aaugnter mis ut&cu ukj
her.
painful, irregular periods, and it has always helpedword
for the Lydia
UI am always ready and willing to speak a good
E. Pinkham's Remedies. I tell every one I meet that I owe my health
and happiness to these wonderful medicines." Mrs. J. G. Johnson,
Scottville, Mich, R. F. D. 3.

mm

'

wiuuu

E.
When shown such positive and reliable proof that Lydia
such cases
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound really does curesame
remedy
wouldn't any sensible woman conclude that the
would also benefit her if sufferinff the same?
MORE GENUINE AND CONVINCING PROOF:
El wood, Ind. "I was sick three months and
could not walk. I suffered all the time. I tried
doctors, and they said I could not get well without
an operation. I could hardly stand the pain, but
my right side was the worse. I couldn't sleep at
and I was troubled with a weakness.
night,
w
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound cured
me. I began to feel better when I had taken only
one bottle, but I kept on until I was cured." Mrs.
Sadie Mullen, 2728 N. B. Street, Elwood, Ind.

What more proof can any one ask ?
For SO years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and

4

has thousands of cures to its credit.
"
I
Mrs. Pickham invites all sick women
to write her for advice She has
guided thousands to health free of charge.
Address Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.

THE

LOBBY
SHORT

RESTAURANT
1RDER3 AND REGULAR

BEST GOODS

THE

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4 A. M
Regular communi-

CAFE

AND

"

DINNERS

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS

Thursday, sleep at the eighth run.
Visiting brothers always welcome
to the wigwam. E. E. Gehrins.
sachem; Walte H. Davis, chief of
recorda and collector of wampum.

cation first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting brothers cor F. o. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
'
evenings each month, at fraternal
dially invited. William H. Stapp, W.
Brotherhood haJI. Visiting Brothers
M.r Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
are
cordially invited. B. P. McGuIre,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
President; E. C. Ward. Secretary. .
TEMPLAR
KNIGHTS
Regular conclTi second J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
Tuesi In each month at ( I. O. B. B. Meets every first Tuesit
day of
in the vestry
Masonic Tiaiple at 7:30 p. m. C. H
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
S. C; Charles Tamme,
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
riecorder.
inivted. Isaac
cordially
Appel,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROYAL
Chas. Greenclay, SecPresident;
convoca
MASONS
ARCH
Regular
retary.
tion first Monday in each
month at Masonic Temple, KNIGKT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second
at 7:30 p. m. J. A,
anl fourth
H. P.; Chas. H.
Thursday in O. R. C. ha!L Pioneer
building. Visiting members are cor
Sporleder, Secretary.
dlally Invited. W. R. Tipton. G. K.;
DORADO
LODGE
EL
NO.
1,
E. P. Mackel. F. S.
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS Meets

w

13

the-mont-

Boi-.cne- r,

Rut-ledg- e,

every Monday evening in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
cordially invited.
Charles E.
Chancellor
Commander; Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal
Lieb-schnle- r,

-

-

I

BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first

and third Wednesdays of each
month at fraternal Brotherhood
haU. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W. a.
Givens, Secretary. Visiting members cordially Invite.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets oecond
and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
Brothers are cordially invited. J. K.
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, Secretary.
FRATERNAL
102

NO
BROTHERHOOD,
Meets every Monday night at

I. O. O. F

LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

L8

VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD- WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meets the second and fourth Tuesdays of each month in the W. O. W
hall at 8 p. ia C. Clay. Venerable
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. Vis

itlng neighbors
vited.

are cordially

in-

DENTISTS.
F. R. LOR- D-

DENTIST
Office Pioneer Bulldm.
Rooms S and 4
Office

Phone Main 67
Residence Phone 418
OK E. L. HAMMOND

"

their hall In the Schmidt building
DENTIftT
vest of Fountain Square, at eight Suke 4. Crockett Rn4Mn.
o'clock. Visiting member are cor
Phones at office and residence.
dially welcome. Fred Philips,
;
ATTO K wiirva
Carrie Schrock,
C.
presi-dent-

Secretary;

1

Meets every Monday
evening at
their hall 0n Sixth street All visiting Brethren cordially invited to attend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A, T.
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secret
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

Geo. H. Hunker
Chester
Bally, Treasurer.
HUNKER
HUNKER
RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth
Attorn a va
i ....
erhood hall erery second and fourth Lab
Vegas.

"

-

h.v.:

Subscribe for ThoOptis

'

The graaf dry goods go
Where Your Money Will Get as Much for
You as You Can Get in the East
Wouldjyou rather buy from us and save 30 to 40 per cent, or would you pay more for a discount of 10 per cent. Don't mix friendship
with your tradind, buy where vou det value for vour dollar.
We challenge any store in the United States to beat these
prices You can buy from us the same as you can buy in any large store in the East, and that means
we give quality for the lowest possible price and not at a price high enough to
allow a discount on every sale, every day.

we have left a few suits worth $12.50 to $20.00, this

v

sale ail must go

COME

$5.00

IN

AND SEE

,

:

Ladies' Underwear

FOR YOURSELF

-

!Simonas'

ATHAiPDDirp

Light and dark, 12

Hosiery'

Corsets,

Notions,

Belts,

Suede Bags,

Persian Belts,

Ruching

c

15c and 20c

Kimona Outings go too,

Leather
'

ee UUr WlHClOW

These gloves will not be fitted or exchanged

yoiie skirts

One-Thir- d

Off Regular Price

'

Ladies' 5ilk WaistS

Cotton goods? are going up,
New
buy now at the. old prices.

c,r

WEDNESDAY ONLY
P

again at this price

Off

quality for.lOc
same price

l-2-

BaC

.

$1.50 Quality 75c This Sale

One-Thir- d

.

All Outings

1

brandnew and late

HALF PRICE

"

Black Kid Gloves

Ail

Children's Coats
and Sweaters (Pur Coats)

Petticoats

Any Union suit in the store

$1.25d

Positively the Last Time This Year You Will
Have a Chance at These Prices

Handsome values at wholesale prices Why we always sell
cheaper because our accounts are collected, consequently we can
take smaller profits.

Also a few long coats at the same price
,

U Ilderwear
Muslin
,

'

Ginghams are m, Sheetings, Tow- everything is advancing, come
early and dont torget you can
always buy cheap here.

A

large line, new and neat, bought cheap,
One-Thir- d

"

Off
"

On last Tuesday we received from the

mill a line of linens, not equaled before in
Vegas, when you want linens don't forget
we have them- H
Mens Furnishings at Half Price on
Wednesday, entire line must go.

Graaf '5 First

When you want the best goods for the least money, and your trading done
as you would in a city, don't forget the

RAAF DRY

00D5

CO rlPANY
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SPECIAL

No long waits
shop.

Ever Offered

at Nolette's barber

Old Crow sold over

in!!II!!i!!!IS!IIHI!IIIll!iil!!l!!l!llllill!IIIIIIIII!il!lll!!!U!i:!!IIIIIIIIII!lllilll!!illl

if

the bar at Long's

'

5

-

FEBRUARY

$25,,

A. L.

Hotel

Bridge Street.

-

17

....$1.00

lbs. Granulated Sugar for

$1.45
$1.40
35c

lb. can Huylers' Cocoa, for
8 Bars Diamond C. Soap
7 Bars Magic Waher Soap for

25c

2

4 Bars Fels Nahptha Soap

25c
25c

for....

25c

25c
Bars Turkish Bath Soap, for
10 lbs. Sal Soda, for.....
.1
...25c
1 Pint Bottle Monarch Cocktail
25c
Catsup
8 boxes Search Light Matches
25c
4 lbs. Extra Fancy new Navy Beans,
25c
8 lbs. Old Navy Beans
2c
3 cans Standard Sugar Corn, 25c, 1 dozen for
95c
2 cans Farm House Early June peas, 25c, 1 dozen
$1.40
$1.10
Large cans California TomatoestOc, per dozen
2 Large cans Farm House Fancy Tomatoes, 25c, per dozen
$1.40
2 cans Reindeer Pumpkin for 25c, 1 dozen cans for
'....$1.40
2 cans Reindeer Sweet Potatoes for 25c, 1 dozen cans for
$1.40
cans White Horse Succotash for 25c, 1 dozen cans for
$1.40
zya lb. can Table Peaches
...
15c
2Yz lb. cans Table Pears
15e
ZYz lb. can Table Grapes....'
15c
Gallon Cans Fancy Pie Apples
30c
21c
Fancy Breakfast Bacon by the slab, per lb
12 to 14 lb. Fancy Hams, per lb
17c
3 lb. can Pure Lard.....
50c
5 lb. can Pure Lard
75o
10 lb. tan Pure Lard
$1.45
Choice Evaporated Ring Apples, per lb....
10c
6

14

lbs, Greeley pearl

drains of

Potatoes.,.,...,, v.,,,,

.
Sack Table Salt
8 lbs. Native Wine Sap Apples

20c
25c
25c
'.

25-l-

25c
25c

This morning furniture and other
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
effects of Harry W. Garberson were In the wood. Direct from distillery
sold on the Plaza at auction to satis- to you. At the Lobby, of course.
fy a decree in favor of J. E. Baker.
The furniture sold was handsome and
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
of fine material. It formerly was
used by Garberson in his home at FOR RENT Piano. Call Main 339,
Hermit's lodge.
or inquire of Mrs. J. P. Geyer.

EXTRA SPECIAL
Every Five Dollar Cash Purchase during this sale entitles you to
buy In addition,
25 LBS.

GRANULATED

and with every

122

$2.50

This evening the Young Men's
Dramatic club will produce in Mackel's
hall for the second time this season
"A Daughter of the Desert."
The
play is for the benefit of Church of
Our Lad of, Sorrows, the ladies altar
society desiring to raise funds for the
purchase of a new altar and to carrying on other work of the church.

$1.00

Cash Purchase,

LBS. GRANULATED

Buy all you want

SUGAR, FOR

at the

SUGAR FOR

are under consideration
the young people who will appear
in the theatrical performance for the
benefit of the Hilslte park fund. The
play wi'l be staged on the Monday folFour, plays

by

lowing Easter. In the immediate future it will be decided which play
will be given, after which a cast will
be selected and regular rehearsals
There will be services held at Tem will b held
ple Montefiore, Douglas avenue and
Ninth street, Friday night at 8 o'clock, WANTED TO TRADE A good 160
and preceding Sabbath school, Satur
acres with buildings, ' only four
day morning at 10 o'clock. Subject,
miles from town, for a residence in
of sermon, "Lincoln and Washington."
the city of equal value. Harris
All are cordially Invited to attend.
4t
Real Estate Compaffy.

25c

Gold, per package
3 Packages Macaroni or Spaghetti
3
Sacks Table Salt 10c, 9 sacks for
1

Tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock
at the family home on Seventh street
will be held the funeral of the late
Mrs. C. W. Summerlin. Rev. O. P.
Miles of the Baptist church, will con
duct the service. Burial will be in
s
Qdd Fellows cemetery.

50e

SPECIAL or EXTRA SPECIAL prices, as we

place no limit on the amount you may wish to purchase and guar-

Tony Faust Budwelser - beer Is
on tap at the Opera Bar and Is one
of the finest draft beers served over
any bar in the city.

antee every article.

IKE DAVIS

A COMPLETE LINE OF
Gordon-Dilwort- h

Phone Main 193 or Main 194

3

PRESESVEDANDBRAN-DIE-

TO ENJOY TRIP
FE BROTHERS HAVE
RANGED TO ROYALLY EN-

SANTA

See Our Special
Ad. on Page "Five

Sherry
Po

and

I

NO

The Las Vegas patrol of the Boy
Scouts of America may expect entertainment and assistance from the Boy
Scouts of Santa Fe when they visit
the Ancient City on their trip to the
cliff dwellings early next month.
Scoutmaster George Fitzslmmons has
received a letter from Scoutmaster
James Grattan Mythen, rector of the
Church of the Holy Faith, who is in
charge of the Santa Fe patrol. Rev.
Mythen says in part:
"While I believe that our two organizations are organically different,
yet they are working to the aame end
and I wish to say that while you are
in Santa Fe our Boy Scouts will do
all they can to make you comfortable
and welcome. You will have the full
liberty of our club room and armory
and our captain will detail a pilot to
guide you through the mazes of the
Anient city. Would be glad if you
would use our rooms to camp in while
you are here. I would like to talk
to you about establishing a permanent camp in the summer to which all
our boys could go."
In order that the parents of the
boys who are going on the trip may
become acquainted with the particulars and details Mr. Fitzslmmons has
issued some bulletins, which he has
placed in the hands of the fathers and
mothers of the scouts. "Expense and
"what to bring," the two most im
portant items, are as follows:The estimated cost of the team,
provisions, and all other expenses is
$12.50 for each boy. Since most of
the bills must be paid in advance, before the trip ta begun, It is expected
that all will pay In advance. If any
funds remain in the treasury after
all bills are paid, it will be divided
among the members of the party.

Calf a Foot Jelly
.

Cognal

t

I. H. STEARNS,

A

PURE THINGS TO EAT

U;r.

AND-

"01 PIE

-

Phone Main

ES TA B

4'
: 4

V

BOUCHER'S
THE COFFEE MAN

Phone Main 81.

P. S.

See Display in North Window

We are the Seed and Plant People
Our knowledge of Gardening makes it possible to
select the Best Seed lor this climate and we want to
V
tell you how to get the best results. '

Perry Onion
462,

S

II E Dj;;i 8 7.0

OF

First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, ..... - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

y

General Banking Business transacted.
, Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestio and Foreign Exchange.
A

Open a charge account with

AT

'

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

1.. 1

131

LET US HELP YOU SAVE!

25c

'

'i

j
Las Vegas,
New Mexico

JAPAN TEA

Try the service next week.

1

Th

package

of our famous
'
UNRIVALED

Our prices are reasonable so
it will cost you but very little

FLOUR"

Las Vegas Roller Mills I

beautiful dish

pound

ay

Bran, Corm Corn Chops
-

with each half

These w will wash and iron,
and return to you all ready for
use. They will be washed cleaner and Ironed much better than
if done at home or by a washerwoman. Besides think of the
work and bother we save you.

Store Phone Main

T i m b thy H
White Cleaned
..Oats..

FREE

And see for yourself what a
wonderful convenience .it is.
Send us your sheets, pillow
slips, table cloths, napkins,
towels, handkerchiefs, etc.

. .

"A Square Deal"

Given Away

--

1

Graaf & Hay ward Co.

1 7
GREENBERGER

First National Bank

THIS WEEK ONLY

Work Service

CONDITIONS-Mo- ney

refunded if not
satisfactory Every yard
of goods guaranteed to
be ALL WOOL.

Foley Kidney Pills are a reliable
remedy for backache, rheumatism and
urinary irregularities. They are tonic
In action, quick in results and afford
a prompt relief from all kidney disorders. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

Try Our Flat

I

We give an absolute
guarantee of good fit,
workmanship and style

TERTAIN THEM

each week.

Preserved Strawberries,
Preserved Red Cherries,
Preserved Red Raspberries,
Preserved Figs,
Preserved Canton Ginger,
Bitter Orange Mamalade,
Brandied Figs,
Erandied Cherries,
Brandied Pears,

of
Cloths to Measure

AR-

D

GOODS AT COST

Premier Makers

lltf

BOY SCOUTS SURE

.

43 lb. Sack Old Homestead Flour, for
48 lb. Sack Diamond
M Flour for
1
lb. Walter Baker's Chocolate for

,

Central

Every possible precaut'on Is being
and sign taken, according to
Automobile, carriage
Mayor Secundino
painting by a practical painter. 429 Romero, to prevent the spread of
Grand avenue.
smallpox or any other disease in the
town of Las Vegas. The teachers in
After having been in quarantine for the
public schools, have been asked
several days because of the illness of to
every absence and Immereport
his wife-witdiphtheria. City Marshal diately ascertain the reason the child
Ben Coles today resumed his duties.
was not at school. If the cause is
found to be illness of any kind an
We are closing out silk dress triminvestigation will be made and if the
ming at cost, up to date In every re disease is discovered to be a comspect. Liadies Interested will save municable one the 'child will be re
money by. buying now. ROMERO strained from
returning to school and
MERCANTILE CO.
the home will be quarantined. The
town authorities are anxious to preAbsolute cleanliness prevails at the vent
smallpox, which is in existence
White Kitchen. Best meals, 25 cents In eome
parts of the county, from being brought into Las Vegas.
A marriage licenses was granted
this morning at the court house to
Tomorrow the city schools will celeBonifacla Chavez, 22 of Galisteo, and
brate Jointly the natal days of George
Atanacio Sandoval y Chavez, 38. of
and Abraham Lincoln.
Washington
Canon Blanco.
In each of the grade rooms and In the
High school part of the afternoon will
Yesterday Judge Clarence J. Rob- - be spent in the conduction of patriotic
era granted a decree of divorce to
programs. Songs and
recitations,
Charles A. Newman, separating him
flag drills and similar events will confrom Nettie Newman. In Mr. New- stitute the
programs. The teachers
man's ptition for divorce he alleged have been
drilling their pupils and
abandonment.
assisting in getting up the programs.
It Is expected patrons of the school
The open meeting of the Harmony will visit them tomorrow in considclub which was to have been enter erable numbers and see their chiltained by Mrs. J. C. Johnsen tomor- dren
perform. Next Wednesday after,
row evening, has been postponed two noon the
public schools will Join with
wteks on account of sickness. It will the Normal in the Joint celebration of
meet on the later date with Mra.
Washington's and Lincoln's birthdays.
Johnsen.

FOR CASH ONLY

are Agents lor

The Royal
Tailors

LUDWIG WM. ILFELD

S. M. Brame, violin instructor, spe-

cial attention to beginners.

We

Cash or easy-- : payments
Phone Main 379

Absolute cleanliness prevails at the
White Kitchen. Best meals, 25 cents.

16 AND 17

toMeri

with shelf ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED

Gump.

Today and Tomorrow

Interest

CHIEF range

Our4-hol- e

Bullet.
Barber wanted for Saturday.

Of

Biggest Value

LOCAL NEWS

& Son

us if you have not
done
Our
so.
credit
already
system is for
You
can
benefit.
your
enjoy your home furnishings while you pay for them. Don't let the
years go by stinting along with furniture you are
ashambed of, while you are saving up to buy
the new furniture you want. Let us help you
save. Our plan adds to your comfort and
pleasure now without changing your present plan
of saving. Come in and talk it over.

C.

JOHNSEN

,

& SON

Local Agents' for the Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet

Winners-Opti- c

Ranch Phone 276.

W gat a

Classified Ads.;

